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ABSTRACT
Conventionally understood, campaign finance reform is a matter of
public regulation. Reformers believe that, without adequate government
intervention, wealthy individuals and entities are destined to exert outsized
influence over elections and governance. Propelled by that belief, they have
spent decades advocating regulatory fixes, with relatively little to show for
it. Many existing regulations are watered down and easy to circumvent.
Efforts to bolster them have repeatedly hit doctrinal and political
roadblocks—obstacles that are more formidable today than ever before.
This Article seeks to shift campaign finance discourse toward
private ordering. Because scholars and reformers have long focused on
public regulation, they have largely overlooked possible private
correctives. The Article maps that uncharted terrain, revealing an array of
extra-legal mechanisms that at least somewhat constrain money’s electoral
clout. This survey suggests that numerous private actors have incentives
and capacities to implement additional extra-legal reform. The Article then
sketches several potential private interventions, and it assesses the interplay
between public regulation and private reform. Private reform is no silver
bullet, but to ignore private ordering even as public regulation flounders
makes little sense. Especially given the significant constraints on public
intervention, it is vital for campaign finance scholars and reformers to look
beyond the law.
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INTRODUCTION
Discourse about campaign finance reform is almost invariably
discourse about government regulation. Those concerned about the role of
money in elections have long sought to change the system by changing the
law. This has never been an easy project, and today the task seems almost
Sisyphean. Recent campaign finance jurisprudence has narrowed the
universe of constitutionally permissible regulation, and that trend is likely
to continue in the years ahead. At the same time, political prospects for legal
reform at the federal level and in many states are bleak. In the realm of
campaign finance, we appear to have entered an anti-regulatory era.1
While some celebrate the recent deregulatory trend and urge a
further rollback of campaign finance laws,2 many others are disillusioned.
Commentators often portray a campaign finance system unconstrained by
law as one in which big money inevitably calls the tune. According to such
accounts, the absence of regulation paves the way for plutocracy by
enabling those with economic clout to propel their favored candidates to

1

See, e.g., Michael S. Kang, The End of Campaign Finance Law, 98 VA. L. REV. 1, 6
(2012).
2
See, e.g., Joel Gora, In Defense of “Super PACs” and of the First Amendment, 43 SETON
HALL L. REV. 1185 (2013); Bradley Smith, Separation of Campaign and State, 81 GEO.
WASH. L. REV. 2038 (2013).
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victory, shape the agendas of officeholders, and more.3 At the same time, it
reduces the relative influence of everyone else and potentially discourages
average citizens from participating in democratic governance at all.4
Proponents of campaign finance reform certainly have cause to be
disheartened, but the gloomy story they tell about the perils of a deregulated
system is incomplete and perhaps too pessimistic. Its implicit premise is that
the only constraints on money in the electoral process come from law. That
premise is mistaken. In reality, a patchwork of extra-legal factors and forces
affect who gives, how much they give, and what impact their money has on
democratic governance. These extra-legal mechanisms can mitigate at least
some of the ills that reformers attribute to big money.
Consider three initial illustrations of how extra-legal forces shape
money’s role in elections. First, following the Supreme Court’s decision in
Citizens United v. FEC,5 which lifted restrictions on corporate political
spending, some predicted a deluge of corporate money into the system.6
That has not happened. Although there are exceptions, most major business
corporations have declined to open their wallets.7 Many have even adopted
formal policies that limit their electoral spending.8 A host of non-legal
considerations—shareholder pressure, concern about customer backlash,
skepticism about money’s effectiveness, and more—have kept these
corporations on the sidelines.9
Second, candidates for office routinely turn money into a campaign
issue. They decry the huge sums that big spenders inject into the system,
condemn political opponents who rely on the largesse of the wealthy, and
boast about their own small-dollar grassroots campaigns.10 Such appeals are
by no means a surefire formula for political success, but these tactics can
alter the calculus of potential spenders and their intended beneficiaries.
Politicians have to consider the extent to which being cast as the big-money
candidate might offset the benefits that the money will provide. Potential
financiers need to make a similar calculation about whether popular
disapproval of big spenders will dilute the value of their money, and perhaps
whether the risk of being personally denounced is worth the cost. Again,
3

See RICHARD L. HASEN, PLUTOCRATS UNITED: CAMPAIGN MONEY, THE SUPREME COURT,
AND THE DISTORTION OF AMERICAN ELECTIONS 6 (2016); see also infra notes 43-57 and
accompanying text.
4
See, e.g., McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 144 (2003), overruled in part by Citizens
United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310 (2010) (“Take away Congress’ authority to regulate the
appearance of undue influence and ‘the cynical assumption that large donors call the tune
could jeopardize the willingness of voters to take part in democratic governance.’”)
(quoting Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 390 (2000)).
5
558 U.S. 310.
6
See infra note 150 and accompanying text.
7
See infra notes 152-157 and accompanying text.
8
See infra notes 158-169 and accompanying text.
9
See infra notes 153, 171-173 and accompanying text.
10
See infra notes 198-202, 208-212 and accompanying text.
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these considerations beyond the law are vital to understanding our campaign
finance system in operation.
Third, technology affects money’s role in elections in myriad ways.
Compared to a generation ago, it is significantly easier and cheaper today
for candidates and organizations to solicit and collect money from small
donors.11 Technology also provides new outlets for spending. Election
advertising on websites, search engines, and social media networks has
become the norm, and these platforms make it increasingly possible to tailor
messages to discrete slivers of the electorate.12 At the same time, technology
provides new opportunities to reach the public without significant
expense—a candidate with millions of social media followers becomes less
dependent on paid forms of communication.13
Campaign finance scholarship has given short shrift to the system’s
extra-legal aspects. Instead, the literature focuses principally on legal
doctrine and regulatory policy. In recent years, commentators have
thoroughly critiqued the Roberts Court’s campaign finance jurisprudence
and advanced alternative constitutional theories for regulation.14 As a
practical matter, however, their arguments are unlikely to persuade the
current Supreme Court to change course. Commentators have also proposed
a litany of public-law reforms, with special focus on interventions that
might avoid running afoul of a skeptical Supreme Court.15 But again,
practically speaking, even the most promising proposals often face strong
political headwinds, and some may be more vulnerable to constitutional
challenge than their authors acknowledge.16
Especially given the current legal and political climate, it is time for
campaign finance scholars and advocates to look beyond the law. A handful
of commentators have taken tentative steps in this direction, analyzing
specific existing extra-legal interventions and recommending others.17 This
11

See infra notes 213-217 and accompanying text.
See infra notes 143, 246-247 and accompanying text.
13
See infra notes 219-221 and accompanying text.
14
See, e.g., HASEN, supra note 3; ROBERT C. POST, CITIZENS DIVIDED: CAMPAIGN FINANCE
REFORM AND THE CONSTITUTION (2014); Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, Aligning Campaign
Finance Law, 101 VA. L. REV. 1425 (2015).
15
See, e.g., LAWRENCE LESSIG, REPUBLIC, LOST: HOW MONEY CORRUPTS CONGRESS—
AND A PLAN TO STOP IT (2011); Kang, supra note 1, at 6; Spencer Overton, Matching
Political Contributions, 96 MINN. L. REV. 1694 (2012).
16
See, e.g., Ganesh Sitaraman, Contracting Around Citizens United, 114 COLUM. L. REV.
755, 765 (2014) (“In short, relying on a public law solution to third party spending seems
unlikely to succeed as a reform strategy in the short run.”).
17
Sarah Haan and Ganesh Sitaraman have made two particularly notable recent
contributions. See Sarah C. Haan, Shareholder Proposal Settlements and the Private
Ordering of Public Elections, 126 YALE L.J. 262 (2016); Sitaraman, supra note 16. Haan
focuses on the phenomenon of shareholders pushing corporations to adopt voluntary
campaign finance disclosure policies. Sitaraman assesses the use of self-enforcing
contracts between rival political candidates to deter outside expenditures in their races.
Two pieces have since built on Sitaraman’s work by offering variations on the self12
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insightful work underscores the need for a more thoroughgoing descriptive
and prescriptive account of private ordering in campaign finance.
This Article shifts the campaign finance spotlight from the public to
the private. In doing so, it draws upon two venerable strands of legal theory.
First, a vast literature on private ordering teaches that social relations are
not governed by law alone. This Article’s title is a nod to one of the seminal
works in this area: Robert Ellickson’s Order Without Law: How Neighbors
Settle Disputes.18 Ellickson pushes back against the widespread tendency to
view government as “the chief source[] of rules and enforcement efforts”—
a position he and others call “legal centralism.”19 He observes that “much
social order can emerge without law.”20 People continually self-regulate in
accordance with social norms, and private intermediaries often exert strong
influence on conduct as well. Ellickson urges legal scholars, policymakers,
and activists “to deepen their understanding of the nonlegal components of
the system of social control.”21 Scholars in a variety of other areas have
heeded Ellickson’s advice,22 which makes the relative inattention to private
ordering in campaign finance—and in election law more generally—all the
more glaring.23
Second, this Article looks to proponents of comparative institutional
analysis, who teach that policy goals should be pursued through the

enforcing contract idea. See Scott Bloomberg, Contracting Around Citizens United: A
Systemic Solution, 66 SYRACUSE L. REV. 301 (2016); Nick Warshaw, Comment, Forget
Congress: Reforming Campaign Finance Through Mutually Assured Destruction, 63
UCLA L. REV. 208 (2016). Two earlier works address the related phenomenon of
candidates voluntarily agreeing to limit their expenditures. See John Copeland Nagle,
Voluntary Campaign Finance Reform, 85 MINN. L. REV. 1809, 1831-38 (2001); Todd
Overman, Note, Shame on You: Campaign Finance Reform Through Social Norms, 55
VAND. L. REV. 1243 (2002). In addition, Nathaniel Persily has been producing thoughtful
work on how technological advances are giving internet platforms and other private actors
a greater role in shaping campaign communications and money’s electoral influence. See
Nathaniel Persily, Can Democracy Survive the Internet?, 28 J. DEMOCRACY 63 (2017);
Nathaniel Persily, The Campaign Revolution Will Not Be Televised, THE AMERICAN
INTEREST, Oct. 10, 2015.
18
ROBERT C. ELLICKSON, ORDER WITHOUT LAW: HOW NEIGHBORS SETTLE DISPUTES
(1991).
19
Id. at 138; see also Marc Galanter, Justice in Many Rooms: Courts, Private Ordering
and Indigenous Law, 19 J. LEGAL PLURALISM 1, 1 (1981).
20
ELLICKSON, supra note 18, at 281-82.
21
Id.
22
See, e.g., Michael P. Vandenbergh, Private Environmental Governance, 99 CORNELL L.
REV. 129 (2013) (environmental protection); Yafit Lev-Aretz, Copyright Lawmaking and
Public Choice: From Legislative Battles to Private Ordering, 27 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 203
(2013) (copyright); Annemarie Bridy, Graduated Response and the Turn to Private
Ordering in Online Copyright Enforcement, 89 OR. L. REV. 81 (2010) (copyright).
23
One of the few exceptions similarly adopts an Ellicksonian title. See Richard L. Hasen,
Voting Without Law?, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 2135 (1996) (discussing the existence and
maintenance of a social norms in favor of voting).
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institutions best positioned, relatively speaking, to take on the task.24 In the
realm of campaign finance, scholars and activists have tended to assume
that, to the extent big money in elections produces pathologies, the answer
lies in public regulation.25 Indeed, a desire for greater governmental
intervention is usually seen as a defining characteristic of a campaign
finance reformer. This preoccupation with public action has left private
alternatives chronically neglected. It is vital, however, to compare the
relative virtues and limits of law-oriented and extra-legal reform strategies,
especially as the constitutional and political barriers to regulation mount.
Private ordering may not be a panacea, but neither is public regulation. The
choice among institutions “is always a choice among highly imperfect
alternatives.”26 If private ordering might achieve something that public
regulation, with all its institutional baggage, cannot, then it deserves a closer
look.27
Comparatively speaking, an important virtue of private ordering is
that it frees campaign finance reformers from the shackles that
jurisprudence and politics place on public regulation. Consider, for instance,
the mismatch the Supreme Court’s campaign finance doctrine has created
between what reformers want and what governmental intervention can
offer. The Court has held that the First Amendment precludes the
government from regulating the flow of election-related money except as
necessary to prevent quid pro quo corruption—i.e., the exchange of
campaign money for political favors.28 Most scholars and advocates,
however, have a broader conception of the problem of money in elections
and loftier aspirations for reform.29 They do not just want to root out quid
pro quo corruption; they want to promote political equality and improve
democratic governance.30 Because the First Amendment applies principally
to governmental action,31 turning to extra-legal reform mechanisms enables
reformers to steer clear of the constitutional roadblocks that so often thwart
their regulatory agenda.
24

See, e.g., NEIL K. KOMESAR, IMPERFECT ALTERNATIVES: CHOOSING INSTITUTIONS IN
LAW, ECONOMICS, AND PUBLIC POLICY 5 (1994) (“Embedded in every law and public
policy analysis that ostensibly depends solely on goal choice is the judgment, often
unarticulated, that the goal in question is best carried out by a particular institution.”).
25
See, e.g., supra note 15.
26
KOMESAR, supra note 24, at 5.
27
Id. at 6 (“[T]asks that strain the abilities of an institution may wisely be assigned to it
anyway if the alternatives are even worse.”).
28
See, e.g., McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1450 (2014).
29
See, e.g., Kang, supra note 1, at 47 (“[T]here are many important democratic values
implicated by campaign finance law that are left unconsidered in the Court's nearly
exclusive focus on the prevention of corruption in the constitutional analysis.”)
30
See infra Part I.
31
U.S. CONST. amend I (“Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of
speech[.]”); see also McCutcheon, 134 S. Ct. at 1448 (“The First Amendment ‘is designed
and intended to remove governmental restraints from the arena of public discussion . . . .’”)
(quoting Cohen v. California, 403, U.S. 15, 24 (1971)).
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Of course, private campaign finance reform is a viable alternative to
public regulation only to the extent that private parties have the incentives
and capacities to act. This Article’s core descriptive contribution is to chart
the terrain of private ordering in campaign finance. It turns out that a variety
of extra-legal interventions are already occurring, including the ones
previously offered as illustrations.32 This private activity indicates that
many actors in the system—from corporations to candidates to political
party activists—have an interest in reducing the electoral clout of big
spenders, and they have tools at their disposal to help make that happen.33
Private reform may therefore be a viable option for curbing the influence of
big money in a world of limited public regulation. By getting a better handle
on the private order as it exists, it becomes possible to think more
systematically about achieving campaign finance reform without law.
The potential pathways for private reform are many. If the ultimate
goal is to make it harder for spenders to translate large aggregations of
wealth into votes or policy,34 then at least three overlapping sets of tactics
are available. First, reformers can seek to drive big money out by making it
more expensive, difficult, or unattractive to spend or receive it. Second,
reformers can attempt to dilute the influence of the big money that enters
the system, including by endeavoring to increase the relative clout of those
who lack the resources to spend big. And third, reformers can endeavor to
shield the electorate from some of the most egregious big-money abuses.
In an effort to kindle further discussion of what might be done, this
Article briefly sketches out two specific private reform strategies. First, it
suggests taking steps to strengthen or shift social norms associated with
election-related spending. Reformers could mount two parallel campaigns:
a get-the-dollars-out effort that encourages mega-donors to remain on the
sidelines, and a get-out-the-dollars effort that encourages greater
participation by small-dollar donors. The former effort could include a
campaign finance version of the Gates-Buffet Giving Pledge. Instead of
using the power of peer pressure to spur the well off to give their fortunes
to charity, the wealthy would commit to keep their fortunes out of elections.
The latter effort could model itself on nonpartisan get-out-the-vote
campaigns, as well as campaigns by nonprofits to spur charitable giving.35
Second, reformers could seek to fight big money with big money by
persuading affluent non-spenders and reluctant spenders to use their
economic leverage to advance reform. Wealthy individuals and entities, for
instance, could pool their resources and create a large fund that they
announce will be available to counter—and outdo—any infusion of big
32

See supra notes 5-13 and accompanying text.
See infra Part III.B.
34
Cf. Samuel Issacharoff & Pamela Karlan, The Hydraulics of Campaign Finance Reform,
77 TEX. L. REV. 1705, 1720 (1999) (“political spending is useful to a politician to the
extent, and only to the extent, that it enables him to attain or retain office”).
35
See infra Section IV.A.
33
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money into an election race. Along similar lines, some of the many
businesses that have decided to keep their money out of elections could go
a step further and use their clout as advertisers to discourage media outlets
from accepting advertisements paid for by mega-donors.36
Reforms such as these are not perfect, and they might be questioned
on various grounds. Some might perceive them as difficult to implement, or
might expect them to suffer from gaps, weak enforcement, or free riding.
The strength of such critiques will likely vary depending on the particular
private reform. A detailed reform-by-reform assessment is beyond this
Article’s scope. Instead, this Article offers a broader, comparative response:
whatever the difficulties or weaknesses of private reform, public regulation
may have even greater drawbacks. That suffices to justify a shift in
emphasis among scholars and reformers.
While this Article seeks to reorient campaign finance discourse from
the public to the private, it does not argue that law is unimportant. To the
contrary, the legal and extra-legal orders inevitably interact with and
influence one another. Existing law helps to define the field on which
private actors operate, and it can make private action more or less difficult.37
For example, the existence of laws that require the disclosure of electionrelated spending can help to facilitate certain private actions (such as
consumer boycotts). Strengthening disclosure laws would aid the cause of
private reform; weakening such laws would hinder it. Moreover, just as law
can facilitate private reform, private reform might, in turn, smooth the way
for additional public intervention. Thus, by thinking beyond the law,
reformers can seek to achieve what law cannot, while also helping law
achieve what it can.
This Article proceeds in five parts. Parts I and II set the stage by
describing how reform proponents conceptualize the problem of money in
elections and by cataloging the doctrinal, political, and practical constraints
on public campaign finance regulation. With that backdrop in mind, Part III
maps the private ordering landscape, offering a taxonomy of the various
ways in which private actors can and do influence the role of money in
elections through extra-legal means. Part IV suggests additional private
interventions that may advance reformers’ goals. Finally, Part V situates
private reform in its broader context, examining the relationship between
public and private campaign finance interventions and also between
campaign finance reform and other political reform activities.
I.

THE PROBLEM OF MONEY AND THE PROJECT OF REFORM

Calls for campaign finance reform spring from concerns about
money’s role in our electoral system. In particular, reform proponents decry
the system’s reliance on so-called “big money”—a phrase that is ubiquitous
36
37

See infra Section IV.B.
See infra Section V.A.
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but rarely defined, perhaps because its utility rests in part on its
imprecision.38 Reformers may have difficulty pinning down exactly when
someone is injecting too much money into the electoral system, but they
share a basic sensibility that the line is routinely being crossed, and that the
deep-pocketed actors who disproportionately bankroll U.S. election
campaigns are doing more harm than good. Consistent with prevailing
usage, this Article uses “big money” as shorthand for the sort of outsized
sums that campaign finance reformers view as warranting a corrective
response.
The big-money statistics reformers cite are indeed striking.
According to one tally, a mere 10 mega-donors were responsible for nearly
20 percent of the $1.1 billion given to Super PACs during the 2016 election
cycle.39 According to another, 158 families supplied nearly half of the early
funds poured into the 2016 presidential race.40 In 2012, the top 32
contributors to Super PACs matched the total amount of campaign
contributions that President Obama and Governor Romney received from
their 3.7 million small donors.41 The overall proportion of election-related
funds that come from major donors is substantial and has been on an upward
trajectory.42
38

See, e.g., KENNETH P. VOGEL, BIG MONEY (2014); Bert Bandenburg, Big Money and
Impartial Justice: Can They Live Together?, 52 ARIZ. L. REV. 207 (2010); Nathaniel
Persily, Bringing Big Money Out of the Shadows, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 2, 2014; Sean McElwee
et al., Whose Voice, Whose Choice? The Distorting Influence of the Political Donor Class
in
Our
Big-Money
Elections,
Demos
(2016),
http://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/publications/Whose%20Voice%20Whose%20C
hoice_2.pdf;
Common
Cause,
Fighting
Big
Money,
http://www.commoncause.org/issues/money-in-politics/fighting-big-money/ (last visited
June 12, 2017).
39
Matea Gold & Anu Narayanswamy, How 10 Mega-Donors Already Helped Pour a
Record $1.1 Billion into Super PACs, WASH. POST (Oct. 5, 2016),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/how-10-mega-donors-already-helped-pour-arecord-11-billion-into-super-pacs/2016/10/05/d2d51d44-8a60-11e6-875e2c1bfe943b66_story.html?utm_term=.53ccaa51c798; see also Anu Narayanswamy et al.,
Meet the Wealthy Donors Who Are Pouring Millions into the 2016 Elections, WASH. POST
(Nov. 2, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/politics/superpac-donors2016/ (calculating that 50 multimillion-dollar donors were responsible for 37 percent of all
super PAC funding during the 2016 cycle).
40
Nicholas Confessore et al., The Families Funding the 2016 Presidential Election,
N.Y. TIMES,
Oct.
10,
2015,
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/11/us/politics/2016-presidential-electionsuper-pac-donors.html
41
Blair Bowie & Adam Lioz, Billion Dollar Democracy: The Unprecedented Role of
Money
in
the
2012
Elections,
at
9
(Jan.
2013),
http://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/publications/billion.pdf. The 32 Super PAC
donors gave nearly $10 million each; the 3.7 million small donors were persons who
contributed $200 or less.
42
See, e.g., Adam Bonica et al., Why Hasn’t Democracy Slowed Rising Inequality?, 27 J.
ECON. PERSP. 103, 111-12 (2013) (observing that, during the 2012 cycle, the wealthiest
0.01% made more than 40% of all campaign contributions, up from 10-15% in the 1980s).
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Scholars and advocates formulate their objections to big money in a
variety of ways. Some paint with a broad brush, contending that an electoral
system reliant on big spenders undermines political equality, 43 distorts
democracy,44 diminishes electoral integrity,45 breeds corruption,46
discourages broad public participation,47 coarsens political discourse,48 and
more.49 Others offer more targeted critiques, emphasizing, for instance,
particular ills associated with corporate political spending,50 or outside
spending,51 or undisclosed spending,52 or with the infusion of big money
into judicial elections.53 Some emphasize how money influences the

43

See, e.g., HASEN, supra note 3, at 5; Richard Briffault, Lobbying and Campaign Finance:
Separate and Together, 19 STAN. L. & POL’Y REV. 105, 112-13 (2008) (“A concern about
political equality, or at least about constraining the impact of inequalities of wealth on the
electoral process, is one of the driving forces behind campaign finance law.”).
44
See, e.g., McElwee et al., supra note 38.
45
See, e.g., POST, supra note 14, at 87; Daniel I. Weiner & Benjamin T. Brickner, Electoral
Integrity in Campaign Finance Law, 20 N.Y.U. J. LEGISL. & PUB. POL’Y 101 (2017).
46
See, e.g., LESSIG, supra note 15, at 151; Samuel Issacharoff, On Political Corruption,
124 HARV. L. REV. 118, 121 (2010); Zephyr Teachout, The Anti-Corruption Principle, 94
CORNELL L. REV. 341 (2009).
47
See, e.g., Stephen Breyer, Our Democratic Constitution, 77 N.Y.U. L. REV. 245, 253
(2002); Spencer Overton, The Participation Interest, 100 GEO. L.J. 1259 (2012); Spencer
Overton, The Donor Class: Campaign Finance, Democracy, and Participation, 153 U. PA.
L. REV. 73 (2004).
48
See, e.g., Molly J. Walker Wilson, Too Much of a Good Thing: Campaign Speech After
Citizens United, 31 CARDOZO L. REV. 2365, 2375 (2010) (discussing “evidence that
campaign money pays for the strategic use of psychological tactics”); Barry P. McDonald,
Campaign Finance Regulation and the Marketplace of Emotions, 36 PEPP. L. REV. 395,
408 (2009); Erika Franklin Fowler & Travis N. Ridout, Negative, Angry, and Ubiquitous:
Political Advertising in 2012, THE FORUM, Dec. 2012, at 51.
49
When reform proponents in Congress unsuccessfully pursued a constitutional
amendment in 2014 to permit greater regulation of campaign finance, their proposed text
declared that the measure aimed “[t]o advance democratic self-government and political
equality, and to protect the integrity of government and the electoral process.” S.J. Res. 19,
113th Cong. (2014).
50
See, e.g., Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 465-75 (2010) (Stevens, J., concurring
in part and dissenting in part); Pamela S. Karlan, Foreword: Democracy and Disdain, 126
HARV. L. REV. 1, 31 & n.167 (2012) (noting the “swift and overwhelmingly negative”
public reaction to Citizens United’s suggestion that “corporations are people”); Adam
Winkler, “Other People’s Money”: Corporations, Agency Costs, and Campaign Finance
Law, 92 GEO. L.J. 871 (2004).
51
See, e.g., Bruce Ledewitz, The Threat of Independent Political Spending to Democratic
Life—and a Plan to Stop It, 64 CLEV. ST. L. REV. 133 (2016); Kang, supra note 1, at 5-6.
52
See, e.g., Trevor Potter & Bryson B. Morgan, The History of Undisclosed Spending in
U.S. Elections & How 2012 Became the “Dark Money” Election, 27 NOTRE DAME J.L. &
PUB. POL’Y 383 (2013).
53
See, e.g., Brennan Center for Justice, TV Ad Spending Reaches Nearly $14 Million in
2014 State Supreme Court Races, Nov. 5, 2014, https://www.brennancenter.org/pressrelease/tv-ad-spending-reaches-nearly-14-million-2014-state-supreme-court-races;
Morgan L. W. Hazelton, et al., Does Public Financing Affect Judicial Behavior? Evidence
from the North Carolina Supreme Court, 44 AM. POLITICS RESEARCH 587 (2016); cf.
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electorate and electoral outcomes;54 others focus on how it impacts policy
and governance.55 And they draw upon assorted combinations of political
theory,56 empirical data,57 and observations about the practical realities of
politics.
To a large extent, the diverse criticisms of money’s electoral role are
interconnected and complementary, and commentators frequently
synthesize them.58 For instance, they may lament that, because wealth is
highly concentrated,59 citizens have profoundly unequal opportunities to
influence the political process through electoral spending.60 That concern
about inequality may intersect with a related concern that, because the
policy preferences and priorities of wealthy spenders often diverge from
those of the broader public,61 big money distorts public policy.62 And such
Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar, 135 S. Ct. 1656 (2015) (observing that judges are
differently situated from other elected officials).
54
See, e.g., Edward B. Foley, Equal-Dollars-Per-Voter: A Constitutional Principle of
Campaign Finance, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1204, 1230 (1994) (“[T]he rich cannot be allowed
to claim title to their income and wealth for the specific purpose of attempting to influence
the outcome of the electoral process.”); cf. David A. Strauss, Corruption, Equality, and
Campaign Finance Reform, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1369, 1383 (1994) (“A campaign
contribution or expenditure, like a vote, is in part an effort to influence the outcome of an
election.”).
55
See, e.g., Stephanopoulos, supra note 14, at 1427 (noting that politicians’ policy
positions more closely reflect donor preferences than the preferences of the broader public).
56
See, e.g., Daryl J. Levinson, Foreword: Looking For Power in Public Law, 130 HARV.
L. REV. 31, 120 (2016) (“[M]any democratic theorists and ordinary citizens would sign on
to the intuitive ideal ‘that democratic institutions should provide citizens with equal
procedural opportunities to influence political decisions (or, more briefly, with equal power
over outcomes).”) (quoting CHARLES R. BEITZ, POLITICAL EQUALITY 4 (1989)).
57
See generally Daniel R. Ortiz, The Empirics of Campaign Finance, 78 S. CAL. L. REV.
939 (2005); Christopher Robertson et al., The Appearance and the Reality of Quid Pro Quo
Corruption: An Empirical Investigation, 8 J. LEGAL ANALYSIS 375 (2016).
58
When reform proponents in Congress unsuccessfully pursued a constitutional
amendment in 2014 to permit greater regulation of campaign finance, their proposed text
declared that the measure aimed “[t]o advance democratic self-government and political
equality, and to protect the integrity of government and the electoral process.” S.J. Res. 19,
113th Cong. (2014).
59
See, e.g., Emmanuel Saez & Gabriel Zucman, Wealth Inequality in the United States
Since
1913,
NBER
Working
Paper
Series
22
(Oct.
2014),
http://www.nber.org/papers/w20625 (estimating that the wealthiest 0.1% of Americans
hold as much wealth as the bottom 90%).
60
See, e.g., HASEN, supra note 3, at 5 (lamenting “a system in which economic inequalities
… are transformed into political inequalities”); Levinson, supra note 56, at 125
(“Campaign spending is arguably the most flagrant source of inequality in the American
political system, inasmuch as it permits business interests and wealthy individuals to exert
exorbitantly disproportionate political influence.”).
61
See, e.g., Kate Andrias, Separations of Wealth: Inequality and the Erosion of Checks
and Balances, 18 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 419, 453 (2015); Martin Gilens & Benjamin I. Page,
Testing Theories of American Politics: Elites, Interest Groups, and Average Citizens, 12
PERSP. ON POL. 564, 576 (2014); Stephanopoulos, supra note 14, at 1426.
62
See, e.g., HASEN, supra note 3, at 6 (“[M]oney systematically skews U.S. public policy
even if it does not buy elections.”); Walter J. Stone & Elizabeth N. Simas, Candidate
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worries about inequality and distortion may reinforce concerns that big
money’s outsized role can alienate average citizens from the political
process.63 This is not to suggest that reform proponents are monolithic in
their views. Their varied framings of the problem and their divergent points
of emphasis can reflect distinctive ultimate objectives and priorities for
reform—priorities that will also be shaped by judgments about politics,
workability, and the countervailing interests at stake.64
As they translate their specific concerns and aims into a reform
agenda, scholars and advocates can pursue an array of possible campaign
finance interventions. This Article divides these options into three
overarching categories. First, reformers can seek to reduce the amount of
big money that enters the system. Such efforts might focus on the supply
side (by restraining the sources of big money) or on the demand side (by
restraining the recipients of big money).65 Second, reformers can seek to
dilute big money’s influence. That could involve bringing other public or
private funds into the system, taking steps to reduce the purchasing power
of big money, or perhaps establishing alternative non-monetary channels
for exerting electoral influence.66 Third, reformers can seek what are
essentially consumer protection measures for the electorate. That might
Valence and Ideological Positions in the U.S. House Elections, 54 AM. J. POLI. SCI. 371,
381-82 (2010) (suggesting that a desire for large contributions can push candidates toward
ideological extremes).
63
See, e.g., McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1468 (2014) (Breyer, J., dissenting)
(“[A] cynical public can lose interest in political participation altogether.”); Nixon v.
Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 390 (2000); Brennan Center for Justice, National
Survey: Super PACs, Corruption, and Democracy, April 24, 2012,
https://www.brennancenter.org/analysis/national-survey-super-pacs-corruption-anddemocracy (discussing survey results indicating that that three-quarters of respondents
believe that elected officials don’t care what they think; two-thirds say that the outside
influence of wealthy donors reduces their trust in government; and one in four report they
are less likely to vote as a result).
64
For example, those who are especially troubled as a matter of principle by people’s
unequal opportunities to spend may stress egalitarian correctives, including strict limits on
spending. See, e.g., Foley, supra note 54. Others may prefer to facilitate greater financial
participation by average citizens without directly constraining the wealthy. See, e.g.,
Overton, supra note 15.
65
Cf. Justin A. Nelson, Note, The Supply and Demand of Campaign Finance Reform, 100
COLUM. L. REV. 524 (2000).
66
These first two categories roughly correspond with the distinction others have drawn
between reform strategies that seek to level down (remove money from the system) and
those that seek to level up (add money to the system), or, relatedly, strategies that impose
ceilings and those that set floors. See, e.g., HASEN, supra note 3, at 84-103 (distinguishing
between levelling up and levelling down); Robert Post, Regulating Election Speech Under
the First Amendment, 77 TEX. L. REV. 1837, 1837 (1999) (suggesting campaign finance be
approached “by focusing on floors rather than ceilings”); Joel L. Fleishman & Pope
McCorkle, Level-Up Rather Than Level-Down: Towards a New Theory of Campaign
Finance Reform, 1 J.L. & POL. 211 (1984). But the second category in particular is
somewhat broader, recognizing that there might be ways to reduce big money’s influence
beyond giving more people the ability to spend.
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include pursuing public disclosure of the sources of big money or
attempting to root out deceptive campaign practices. The lines between
these three categories are not bright. Providing for public disclosure of big
money, for instance, might indirectly keep some money from entering the
system or indirectly reduce big money’s influence. Nevertheless, the
categories do offer a rough organizational framework that may be helpful
in assessing and comparing reform possibilities.
Traditionally, academic and advocacy work on campaign finance
has approached all three types of intervention through a regulatory lens,
seemingly taking for granted that the problem of money must be addressed
through public institutions. For most commentators, the goal of reducing
big money is synonymous with legal limits on election-related contributions
and expenditures; the goal of diluting big money’s influence is synonymous
with public financing; and the goal of minimizing big-money abuses is
synonymous with disclosure laws. Discrete regulatory topics, such as
disclosure requirements, generate more discussion in the legal literature in
a single year than the subject of private reform has ever generated.67 With a
few notable exceptions, campaign finance advocacy groups similarly focus
on litigation and public policy, and they cast their organizational missions
principally in those terms.68
67

Compare the literature on private ordering collected above, supra note 17, with the
plethora of pieces analyzing disclosure regulation published in 2016 alone. See, e.g.,
Jennifer A. Heerwig, Diagnosing Disclosure: A Social Scientific Perspective on Campaign
Finance Disclosure, 34 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. INTER ALIA 8 (2016); Nicole L. Jones,
Comment, Citizens United Round II; Campaign Finance Disclosure, the First Amendment,
and Expanding Exemptions and Loopholes for Corporate Influence on Elections, 93 DEN.
L. REV. 749 (2016); Jessica Levinson, Full Disclosure: The Next Frontier in Campaign
Finance Law, 93 DENV. L. REV. 431 (2016); William Alan Nelson II, Informing
Shareholders: Providing a Roadmap for the SEC to Act to Require Public Corporations to
Disclose Political Spending, 9 ALB. GOV’T L. REV. 241 (2016); Sushma Raju, Note, The
FCC’s Abandonment of Sponsorship Identification Regulation and Anonymous Special
Interest Group Political Advertising, 93 WASH. U. L. REV. 1103 (2016); Tyler S. Roberts,
Enhanced Disclosure as a Response to Increasing Out-of-State Spending in State and
Local Elections, 50 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 137 (2016); Shannon Rohn, Note,
Protecting Political Speech and Broadcasters from Unnecessary Disclosure: Why the FCC
Should Not Expand Sponsorship Identification Requirements for Political Issue Ads, 68
FED. COMM. L. J. 181 (2016); Katherine Shaw, Taking Disclosure Seriously, 34 YALE L.
& POL’Y REV. INTER ALIA 18 (2016); Linda Sugin, Politics, Disclosure, and State Law
Solutions for 501(c)(4) Organizations, 91 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 895 (2016).
68
See,
e.g.,
Brennan
Center
for
Justice,
Money
in
Politics,
http://www.brennancenter.org/issues/money-politics (last visited June 15, 2017) (“We
work with policy makers and activists to help draft and enact legislation, defend campaign
finance laws in court, and promote innovative policy solutions nationwide.”); The
Campaign
Legal
Center,
Campaign
Finance,
http://www.campaignlegalcenter.org/issues/281 (last visited June 15, 2017) (“We work to
protect the integrity of our democracy by litigating a wide range of campaign finance cases
at the federal and state level, and by participating in rulemaking proceedings and filing
complaints at federal and state enforcement agencies.”); Common Cause, Money in
Politics, http://www.commoncause.org/issues/money-in-politics/ (last visited June 15,
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The remainder of this Article challenges the prevailing legal
centralism in campaign finance. The presumption that reform requires
government action overlooks potential private correctives. Whether the aim
is to reduce big money, dilute big money’s influence, or counter abuses
associated with big money, this Article suggests that private ordering has
an important role to play.
II.

THE LIMITS OF PUBLIC REGULATION

The case for private ordering in campaign finance is ultimately
comparative. If reformers are achieving their goals through public
regulation, or have good prospects for success, then their existing focus on
government action makes sense. If, instead, public regulatory efforts have
fallen short and will likely continue to disappoint, then private alternatives
warrant a closer look.
Accordingly, this Part briefly assesses the history of and outlook for
public campaign finance regulation. It contends that, despite decades of
sustained effort, campaign finance reformers have made limited progress in
addressing the problem of money through regulatory means. The hurdles
reformers have faced are threefold, and these barriers will likely be as
formidable in the foreseeable future as they have been in the past. First,
2017) (noting the group’s efforts to amend the Constitution to overturn objectionable
Supreme Court precedents and to push for public financing and stronger disclosure laws);
Democracy 21, Our Mission, http://www.democracy21.org/our-mission/ (last visited June
15, 2017) (describing the group’s support for “a new public financing system for
presidential and congressional races,” “new campaign finance disclosure laws,” and “a new
system to effectively enforce the campaign finance laws,” as well as its work “[b]ringing
lawsuits” and “[p]articipating in administrative proceedings”); Demos, Impact Report
2000-2016,
at
5-8,
available
at
http://www.demos.org/sites/default/files/publications/Demos_Impact_Report_2016.pdf
(“Demos seeks to . . . advanc[e] a new interpretation of the Constitution that would enshrine
the political equality of citizens in our election system. . . . Our legal strategists and
campaigners are also moving pro-democracy reforms such as public financing for elections
and matching funds for small donor donations.”); Free Speech for People, Our Mission,
https://freespeechforpeople.org/our-mission/ (last visited June 15, 2017) (noting that the
group “help[s] lead the movement to amend the U.S. Constitution to overturn”
objectionable Supreme Court precedents,” “engage[s] in legal advocacy to advance a new
jurisprudence of money in politics,” and “develop[s] and advocate[s] for model laws and
other tools to challenge big money in politics”); Issue One, Our Work,
https://www.issueone.org/our-work-2/ (last visited June 15, 2017) (“At the federal level, .
. . we’re working with current and former members of Congress to educate lawmakers
about solutions and disrupt Washington’s do-nothing status quo. We’re also investing in
the most promising state and local efforts to fix money in politics, and advancing prodemocracy jurisprudence reform.”); Public Citizen, 2015: Fighting Corporate Power
Together,
Jan./Feb.
2016,
at
6,
available
at
https://www.citizen.org/sites/default/files/pc_news_2015_annual_report.pdf (noting the
group’s advocacy of a constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United and of
stronger disclosure laws). Every Voice, Our Plan, http://www.everyvoice.org/solutions
(last visited June 15, 2017) (“[W]e design, support, and win small-donor elections
programs at all levels of government across the country.”).
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judicial doctrine has narrowed the universe of constitutionally permissible
campaign finance regulations. Second, persuading government officials to
take significant action to address money in politics is a major political
challenge. Third, even when governmental intervention occurs, spenders
and recipients often shift their behavior in ways that diminish the practical
value of the intervention, or even render it counterproductive. Each
constraint is addressed below. Together, these impediments to effective
government regulation suggest that the private reform path may be at least
as promising as the public one.
A. Doctrinal Limitations
Long before Citizens United became the scourge of campaign
finance reformers, the Supreme Court had already substantially narrowed
reformers’ potential regulatory paths. In Buckley v. Valeo,69 the Court
established a jurisprudential framework for campaign finance that continues
to hold sway today. Relevant here, Buckley made two key doctrinal moves.
First, Buckley confirmed that campaign finance regulations
implicate the First Amendment’s guarantees of free speech and association
and are thus subject to heightened scrutiny.70 Just how heightened depends
on the type of regulation and its perceived First Amendment burden.
Second, Buckley established that the primary regulatory objective
the government may pursue in the campaign finance context is “the
prevention of corruption and the appearance of corruption.”71 The Court
rejected the notion that the government has a valid interest “in equalizing
the relative ability of individuals and groups to influence the outcome of
elections.”72 Since Citizens United, the Court has conceived of corruption
narrowly, holding that the government may seek to combat only quid pro
quo corruption (“dollars for political favors”) or the appearance thereof.73
The government may not take aim at broader systemic distortions,74 or even
seek to address concerns that spenders may gain “influence over or access
to elected officials.”75 As a practical matter, this means that reformers may
seek to enhance equality and improve democratic representation through
campaign finance regulation only to the extent that those goals can be
advanced as the incidental byproduct of laws suitably tailored to combat
quid pro quo corruption. This is a significant constraint.76
69

424 U.S. 1 (1976).
Id. at 14-23.
71
Id. at 25.
72
Id. at 48-49.
73
558 U.S. 310, 359 (2010) (quoting FEC v. Nat’l Conservative PAC, 470 U.S. 480, 497
(1985))
74
See 558 U.S. at 351, 355.
75
Id. at 359.
76
See Kang, supra note 1, at 52 (“[Citizens United’s] narrow interpretation of the
government interest in the prevention of corruption leaves virtually no constitutional space
for new campaign finance regulation.”).
70
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What follows is a brief synopsis of how major regulatory options
have fared and may fare under the Supreme Court’s campaign finance
jurisprudence. The discussion tracks the three reform categories set forth in
Part I, beginning with the two key methods of restricting the money that
enters the system—expenditure limits and contribution limits. It then
addresses public financing (the chief mechanism for diluting big money’s
influence) and disclosure requirements (the most prominent device for
discouraging big-money abuses). The bottom line is that constitutional
doctrine bars reformers from pursuing many of the regulatory measures they
might favor.
1. Expenditure Limits
The Court has long distinguished between regulations that restrict
how much money candidates and their backers can spend on elections
(expenditure limits) and those that restrict how much money supporters can
give directly to candidates and parties (contribution limits).
Jurisprudentially, expenditure limits are basically nonstarters. Since
Buckley, the Court has subjected them to strict scrutiny,77 which means they
cannot survive unless they are “the least restrictive means” to further a
“compelling” governmental interest.78 Applying this test, Buckley
invalidated federal statutory limits on how much individuals could
independently spend to support or oppose candidates. As the Court saw it,
independent expenditures had little corrupting potential, so the government
lacked a sufficient basis to restrict them.79 Buckley did not disturb separate
federal laws restricting corporate independent expenditures, and, for a time,
the Court approved of such limits.80 In Citizens United, however, the
Supreme Court decisively disavowed its prior endorsements of corporate
independent expenditure limits, and adopted a nearly categorical rule that
the First Amendment bars restrictions on independent expenditures no
matter the source.81 The Court is unlikely to back away from this rule
anytime soon.
2. Contribution Limits
The Supreme Court has historically given the government somewhat
more leeway to limit contributions that donors make directly to candidates’
campaigns. Since Buckley, it has characterized contribution caps as less
threatening to speech and associational rights than expenditure limits.82
77

424 U.S. at 23.
McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1444 (2014) (plurality opinion); see also Buckley,
424 U.S. at 23.
79
Buckley, 424 U.S. at 68.
80
See McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93 (2003); Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce,
494 U.S. 652 (1990).
81
558 U.S. at 357.
82
424 U.S. at 21.
78
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Contribution limits can thus survive a First Amendment challenge if the
government shows that they advance “a sufficiently important interest” and
are “closely drawn to avoid unnecessary abridgement of associational
freedoms”—still a “rigorous standard of review,” but not full-fledged strict
scrutiny.83 Moreover, the Court has viewed direct contributions as posing a
greater threat of corruption than independent expenditures. As a result,
limits on how much individual donors can contribute to candidates have
often been upheld,84 and the Court has also upheld bans on direct
contributions from corporations.85
That said, contribution limits face meaningful and growing judicial
pushback. The Court, for instance, has invalidated limits that it concluded
were so low as to “work more harm to protected First Amendment interests
than their anticorruption objectives could justify.”86 The Court also recently
invalidated a cap on the total amount that an individual may contribute to
all federal candidates and party committees during an election cycle.87
Because that case, McCutcheon v. FEC, involved aggregate limits, the
Court did not directly controvert prior decisions upholding limits on
contributions to individual candidates.88 The Court’s reasoning, however,
suggests skepticism of such limits. First, the Court nudged the governing
standard in the direction of strict scrutiny.89 Second, in contrast to Buckley,
which downplayed the First Amendment burdens of contribution limits,
McCutcheon found “significant First Amendment costs.”90 And third, the
Court confirmed that the government’s regulatory interest in the
contribution limit context is confined to the same narrow conception of
corruption articulated in Citizens United.91
In short, longstanding limits on contributions to individual
candidates are more vulnerable today than they have been since Buckley.92
Limits on so-called “soft money”—funds contributed to political parties for
activities other than direct electoral advocacy on behalf of candidates—may
be even more vulnerable. In 2003, the Supreme Court upheld federal softmoney restrictions imposed by the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of
2002.93 But that ruling, McConnell v. FEC, rested in large part on a broader
83

Id. at 25, 29; see also McCutcheon, 134 S. Ct. at 1444.
See, e.g., Buckley, 424 U.S. at 26, 28; FEC v. Colorado Repub. Fed. Campaign Comm.,
533 U.S. 431 (2001); Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377 (2000).
85
See, e.g., FEC v. Beaumont, 539 U.S. 146 (2003).
86
Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230, 247-48 (2006) (plurality opinion).
87
McCutcheon, 134 S. Ct. 1434.
88
134 S. Ct. at 1451 (“[W]e leave the base limits undisturbed.”).
89
Id. at 1445-46; see also Richard Briffault, The Uncertain Future of the Corporate
Contribution Ban, 49 VAL. U. L. REV. 397, 398 (2015); Robert Yablon, Voting, Spending,
and the Right to Participate, 111 NW. U. L. REV. 655, 665 & n.40 (2017).
90
McCutcheon, 134 S.Ct. at 1448, 1450.
91
See id. at 1450-51.
92
See, e.g., Briffault, supra note 89, at 449.
93
Pub. L. No. 107-155, 116 Stat. 81.
84
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definition of corruption than the one the Court now embraces.94 Indeed, the
McCutcheon dissenters accused the majority of overruling McConnell sub
silentio.95 The Court denied that charge,96 but it may be only a matter of
time before regulatory limits on soft money are invalidated.97
3. Public Financing
As with contribution limits, the constitutional status of programs
that allocate public funds to candidates (or parties) are in flux, but the trend
is similarly deregulatory. Buckley upheld a voluntary federal public
financing system for presidential elections, which gave matching funds
during the primaries and a lump sum for the general election to candidates
who agreed to limit their overall spending.98 The Court declared that, by
“us[ing] public money to facilitate and enlarge public discussion and
participation in the electoral process,” the scheme “furthers, not abridges,
pertinent First Amendment values”99
Although Buckley’s specific holding remains intact, the Court
recently took a far more skeptical view of another public financing system
in Arizona Free Enterprise Club’s Freedom Club PAC v. Bennett.100 That
system allowed candidates for state office in Arizona to choose to receive
public financing for their campaigns in exchange for limiting their private
spending.101 To encourage candidates to opt in, the program offered
participants supplemental public grants help keep pace with privately
funded opponents who spent big.102 While Arizona’s scheme did not
“actually prevent anyone from speaking in the first place or cap campaign
expenditures,”103 the Court nevertheless viewed it as a substantial burden
on the First Amendment rights of privately financed candidates—
substantial enough to trigger strict scrutiny.104 The program’s design, the
94

540 U.S. 93 (2003).
134 S. Ct. at 1471 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
96
Id. at 1452 n.6.
97
The Court recently declined an opportunity to consider the issue. In Republican Party of
Louisiana v. FEC, a three-judge district court rejected a challenge to federal soft money
restrictions, concluding that it remained bound by McConnell. 219 F. Supp. 3d 86, 93
(D.D.C. 2016). The challengers exercised their statutory right to appeal directly to the
Supreme Court, but the Court declined to conduct a full-scale review and instead
summarily affirmed the district court. See __ S. Ct. __, 2017 WL 2216928 (May 22, 2017).
Justice Thomas and Justice Gorsuch would have noted probable jurisdiction and set the
case for oral argument. Id. It remains to be seen whether the Supreme Court’s decision to
sidestep the case indicates its approval of the soft-money restrictions or whether it is merely
a temporary reprieve.
98
424 U.S. at 85-90 (describing the presidential public financing program).
99
Id. at 92-93, 96.
100
564 U.S. 721 (2011).
101
Id. at 728-29.
102
Id. at 729-30.
103
Id. at 733.
104
Id. at 734.
95
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Court reasoned, amounted to a penalty on privately financed candidates and
their allies, who effectively subsidized their adversaries every time they
spent.105 The Court added that the program did not further the government’s
anticorruption objectives, but instead impermissibly sought to level the
electoral playing field.106 Arizona Free Enterprise does not preclude
governments from offering lump-sum public grants to candidates,107 but, as
the Court itself acknowledged, such systems are less efficient and attractive
because they are more likely to either overfund or underfund publicly
financed candidates.108
After Arizona Free Enterprise, the status of other variants on public
financing is uncertain. Many reformers advocate programs in which the
government matches contributions that individuals make to candidates up
to a certain amount—or perhaps provides a multiple match.109 Others prefer
programs in which the government provides vouchers that individuals can
allocate to their preferred candidates.110 Reformers offer strong arguments
for the constitutionality of these programs,111 but there is no assurance that
the current Supreme Court will agree.112 Contribution matching and
vouchers seem to facilitate speech without creating the kind of penalty
identified in Arizona Free Enterprise, which presumably lowers the level
of First Amendment scrutiny. But the Court might nevertheless disapprove
of the government putting a thumb on the campaign financing scale. Or it
might conclude that such programs are not adequately tailored to advancing
the government’s anticorruption interests, and instead impermissibly seek
to level the electoral playing field.
4. Disclosure Requirements
Regulations requiring those who make election-related
contributions and expenditures to disclose their identities have enjoyed a
relatively hospitable judicial reception. Even here, however, the doctrine
imposes constraints and may impose more in the years ahead. As the Court
explained in Buckley, while disclosure requirements place “no ceiling on
campaign-related activities,” they can nevertheless burden associational

105

Id. at 736; see also Davis v. FEC, 554 U.S. 724, 739 (2008).
Arizona Free Enterprise, 564 U.S. at 748-53.
107
Id. at 754.
108
Id. at 747; see also Overton, supra note 15, at 1695 (describing Bennett as “a significant
blow to traditional public financing”).
109
See, e.g., Amy Loprest & Bethany Perskie, Empowering Small Donors: New York City’s
Multiple Match Public Financing as a Model for a Post-Citizens United World, 40
FORDHAM URB. L.J. 639 (2012); Overton, supra note 15.
110
See, e.g., LESSIG, supra note 15.
111
See, e.g., Richard Briffault, The Future of Public Funding, 49 WILLIAMETTE L. REV.
521 (2013).
112
See, e.g., James Sample, The Last Rites of Public Campaign Financing?, 92 NEB. L.
REV. 349 (2013).
106
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rights.113 To sustain a disclosure requirement, the government must point to
“a ‘relevant correlation’ or ‘substantial relation’ between [its regulatory]
interest and the information required to be disclosed”; “a mere showing of
some legitimate governmental interest” does not suffice.114 Moreover, when
it comes to disclosure, the government need not rely solely on its
anticorruption interest. The Court has also recognized a valid governmental
interest in supplying the electorate with information potentially relevant to
their voting decisions.115 Applying these principles, strong majorities of the
Court have upheld disclosure regimes against facial challenge, but they
have left open the possibility that disclosure could excessively burden First
Amendment rights in particular situations, such as when it facilitates
systematic harassment.116
Disclosure opponents are actively pursuing as-applied challenges to
disclosure requirements, as well as broader challenges seeking to invalidate
provisions as overly broad or burdensome.117 While some of these
challenges have been rejected,118 others have had at least partial or
preliminary success.119 The Supreme Court may well take up one of these
challenges soon.120 While the Court could ultimately endorse an expansive
view of the government’s power to require disclosure, it might well
establish new constraints.121
113

424 U.S. at 64.
Id.; see also Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310, 366–67 (2010);
115
See Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 367; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 196; Buckley, 424 U.S. at
66; see also Daniel R. Ortiz, The Informational Interest, 27 J.L. & POL. 663 (2012).
116
See Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 367; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 198-99; Buckley, 424 U.S.
at 74.
117
Numerous disclosure lawsuits are pending at various stages of litigation. See, e.g.,
Citizens Union of New York v. Cuomo, No. 16-cv-09592 (S.D.N.Y., complaint filed Dec.
12, 2016) (challenging the constitutionality of New York State’s recently expanded
disclosure requirements).
118
See, e.g., Indep. Inst. v. FEC, __ F. Supp. 3d __, 2016 WL 6560396 (D.D.C. Nov. 3,
2016), summarily aff’d, No. 16-743, 2017 WL 737809 (Feb. 27, 2017); Montanans for
Cmty. Dev. v. Motl, No. CV 14-55-H-DLC, 2016 WL 6469886 (D. Mont. Oct. 31, 2016),
appeal filed, No. 16-35997 (9th Cir.).
119
See, e.g., Ams. for Prosperity Found. v. Harris, 182 F. Supp. 3d 1049 (C.D. Cal. 2016),
appeal filed, No. 16-55786 (9th Cir.); Thomas More Law Ctr. v. Harris, No. CV 15-3048R, 2016 WL 6781090 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 16, 2016), appeal filed, No. 16-56902 (9th Cir.); cf.
Van Hollen v. FEC, 811 F.3d 486, 498-501 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
120
For proponents of disclosure laws, the Supreme Court’s recent summary affirmance of
a lower court decision upholding BCRA’s disclosure requirements against an as-applied
challenge is an encouraging development. See Indep. Inst. 2017 WL 737809 (Feb. 27,
2017).
121
See, e.g., Shaw, supra note 67, at 21-22 (“[I]t’s a mistake to assume that disclosure,
even of core activities like contributions to candidates and parties, is absolutely
unassailable, at least as a descriptive matter.”). Some observers have speculated that Justice
Gorsuch, like Justice Thomas (and, to a lesser extent, Justice Alito) will embrace a right to
anonymous political speech and be highly skeptical of disclosure laws. See, e.g., Dillon
Kato, Law Professor, Former Montana Justice Say Gorsuch Will Back ‘Dark Money’,
MISSOULIAN, Mar. 30, 2017, http://missoulian.com/news/local/law-professor-former114
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B. Political Limitations
The political barriers to campaign finance regulation are often at least
as formidable as the jurisprudential constraints, both at the federal level and
in many states. Despite surveys that consistently show high levels of public
support for reform across the political spectrum,122 major legislative and
regulatory successes are rare. In the past half century, Congress has only
twice passed major reform packages—the Federal Election Campaign Act
Amendments of 1974,123 and the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of
2002124 (and the Supreme Court later invalidated important elements of
both).125 Perhaps unsurprisingly, it is difficult to convince elected officials
to rewrite the rules that put them into office.
Those who hoped the public outcry over Citizens United might prompt
a legislative response have been disappointed. The myriad reform proposals
put forward in Congress in recent years have all languished.126 Even
relatively modest measures, such as legislation to strengthen the existing
federal disclosure regime, have been stymied.127 Dishearteningly for
montana-justice-say-gorsuch-will-back-dark/article_3b4efc0e-1839-554e-ace6da70710dab8f.html; Rick Hasen, Will Gorsuch Break with Scalia, Providing 2d (or 3d)
Vote to Allow Flood of Undisclosed Money in Elections, ELECTION LAW BLOG, Mar. 22,
2017, http://electionlawblog.org/?p=91744.
122
See, e.g., Nicholas Confessore & Megan Thee-Brenan, Poll Shows Americans Favor
Overhaul
of
Campaign
Financing,
N.Y.
TIMES
(June
2,
2015),
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/06/03/us/politics/poll-shows-americans-favor-overhaul-ofcampaign-financing.html (reporting results of a poll indicating “deep support among
Republicans and Democrats alike for new measures to restrict the influence of wealthy
givers”); Greg Stohr, Bloomberg Poll: Americans Want Supreme Court To Turn Off
Political
Spending
Spigot,
BLOOMBERG
(Sept.
28,
2015),
http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2015-09-28/bloomberg-poll-americans-wantsupreme-court-to-turn-off-political-spending-spigot.
123
Pub. L. No. 93-443, 88 Stat. 1263 (codified in scatted sections of the U.S. Code).
124
Pub. L. No. 107-155, 116 Stat. 81 (codified in scatted sections of the U.S. Code).
125
See Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1974); Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310 (2010).
126
This includes proposals for a constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens United and
other aspects of the Supreme Court’s campaign finance doctrine, proposals for various
forms of public financing. see, e.g., Democracy for All Amendment, S.J. Res. 5, 114th
Cong.; H.J. Res. 22, 114th Cong.; People’s Rights Amendment, S.J. Res. 18, 113th Cong.;
H.J. Res. 23, 114th Cong.; Government by the People Act, H.R. 20 (113th Cong.), H.R. 20
(115th Cong.); Fair Elections Now Act, H.R. 1826 (111th Cong.), S. 751 (111th Cong.).
127
Perhaps the most notable of these proposals was the Democracy is Strengthened by
Casting Light on Spending in Elections Act of 2010 (DISCLOSE Act), H.R. 5175, S. 3628,
111th Cong. (2010). It passed in the House but died in the Senate. See, e.g., Richard
Briffault, Two Challenges for Campaign Finance Disclosure Act Citizens United and Doe
v. Reed, 19 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 983, 1011 (2011). Renewed efforts to pass the Act
have been unsuccessful. See DISCLOSE Act of 2014, S. 2516, 113th Cong. (2014);
DISCLOSE Act of 2013, H.R. 148, 113th Cong. (2013); DISCLOSE Act of 2012, H.R.
4010, 112th Cong. (2012). Congress also rejected the Shareholder Protection Act, which
would have required corporations to get director approval before making large political
expenditures. See Shareholder Protection Act of 2010, H.R. 4790, 111th Cong. (2010). The
Senate’s current majority leader, Senator Mitch McConnell, has long been an outspoken
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reformers, the one notable change to federal campaign finance law that
Congress has made since Citizens United is deregulatory: a substantial
increase in the amount of money that donors may contribute to national
party committees.128
Federal regulators, meanwhile, have done little to fill the legislative
void. The Federal Election Commission, which is chiefly responsible for
federal campaign finance law, has never been an especially potent
regulator.129 As a six-member body split evenly between Democratic and
Republic appointees, it was designed to be weak.130 In recent years, the FEC
has been especially deadlocked and dysfunctional.131 Reform advocates
tend to view it not as a potential ally, but rather as a roadblock that needs to
be overhauled or replaced.132 The FEC’s unresponsiveness has prompted
reformers to seek out other potential regulators, but again with limited
success. The Securities and Exchange Commission, for instance, has failed
to adopt proposed rules that would require corporations to disclose more of
their political spending;133 the IRS has not answered calls to tighten
opponent of reform. See, e.g., Mitch McConnell, Opinion, The Dangers Disclosure Can
Pose
to
Free
Speech,
WASH.
POST
(June
22,
2012),
http://
www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/mitch-mcconnell-how-political-disclosure-couldthreaten-free-speech/2012/06/22/gJQApiE2vV_story.html.
128
See 52 U.S.C. § 30116(a). This measure, which was slipped into an omnibus spending
bill, allows an individual to donate as much as $1.5 million per election cycle to each
political party’s national committees. Matea Gold & Tom Hamburger, Party Fundraising
Provision, Crafted in Secret, Could Shift Money Flow in Politics, WASH. POST (Dec. 10,
2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/party-fundraising-provision-crafted-insecret-could-shift-money-flow-in-politics/2014/12/10/f6856ed0-808d-11e4-9f3895a187e4c1f7_story.html?postshare=9631418263436178&utm_term=.9d4e6ae9d330.
129
See, e.g., Donald J. Simon, Current Regulation and Future Challenges for Campaign
Financing in the United States, 3 ELECTION L.J. 474, 485 (2004); Michael C. Dorf, The
2000 Presidential Election: Archetype or Exception?, 99 MICH. L. REV. 1279, 1287 (2001).
130
See, e.g., Benjamin Weiser & Bill McCallister, The Little Agency That Can't: ElectionLaw Enforcer Is Weak by Design, Paralyzed by Division, WASH. POST, Feb. 12, 1997, at
A1.
131
See, e.g., Eliza Newlin Carney, The FEC’s Open Hostilities, Dysfunction, and
Intimidation Foreshowed the Trump Era, THE AMERICAN PROSPECT, Mar. 2, 2017; Eric
Lichtblau, F.E.C. Can’t Curb 2016 Election Abuse, Commission Chief Says, N.Y. TIMES,
May 2, 2015; Jonathan D. Salant, The FEC: A Toothless Watchdog for a $6 Billion
Election,
BLOOMBERG
BUSINESSWEEK
(May
3,
2012),
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-05-03/the-fec-a-toothless-watchdog-for-a-6billion-election.
132
See, e.g., Common Cause, Fighting Big Money, Empowering People: A 21st Century
Democracy Agenda, at 6 (July 2015), http://www.commoncause.org/issues/money-inpolitics/21st-century-democracy-agenda/fighting-big-money-empowering-people-a-21stcentury-democracy-agenda.pdf (“A new, real enforcement agency is needed to replace the
FEC.”); Public Citizen, Roiled in Partisan Deadlock, Federal Election Commission Is
Failing (2012), http://www.citizen.org/documents/fec-deadlock-press-statement.pdf.
133
This is partly because Congress stepped in to prohibit consideration of such rules. See
Michael R. Siebecker, Political Insider Trading, 85 FORDHAM L. REV. 2717, 2728 (2017);
Jay B. Kesten, Shareholder Political Primacy, 10 VA. L. & BUS. REV. 161, 235 (2016);
Lucian A. Bebchuk & Robert J. Jackson, Jr., Hindering the S.E.C. from Shining a Light on
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regulations on the political activities of 501(c)(4) nonprofit groups134; and
reformers have criticized the Federal Communications Commission for
failing to prompt broadcasters to disclose more information relating to
political advertisements.135
At the state and local level, reform proponents have achieved some
notable successes in recent years, but they have experienced setbacks as
well. A number of states have enacted measures to strengthen disclosure,136
and a growing number of jurisdictions have established public financing
programs that match individuals’ contributions to candidates or provide
campaign finance vouchers to residents.137 Some of these measures were
enacted through voter referenda or initiatives that enabled reformers to
bypass legislative hurdles.138 At the same time, however, other states and
localities have moved in an antiregulatory direction.139
Of course, the very fact that our system requires campaign finance
advocates to engage with governments at no fewer than three different
levels—federal, state, and local—is itself an important constraint on the
regulatory reform enterprise. It vastly increases the resources necessary to
achieve change and makes comprehensive solutions nearly impossible.
Even as reformers make headway in some jurisdictions, they may find
themselves losing ground in others.

Political
Spending,
N.Y.
TIMES
DEALBOOK
(Dec.
21,
2015),
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/22/business/dealbook/hindering-the-sec-from-shininga-light-on-political-spending.html?_r=0.
134
See, e.g., Linda Sugin, Politics, Disclosure, and State Law Solutions for 501(c)(4)
Organizations, 91 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 895, 901 (2016). Again, congressional obstruction
has been a contributing factor. See Siebecker, supra note 133, at 2728 n.61.
135
See Campaign Legal Center, FCC Has Failed to Protect Voters’ Right to Know Who is
Behind
Political
Ads
in
Election
2016,
Sept.
23.
2016,
http://www.campaignlegalcenter.org/news/press-releases/fcc-has-failed-protect-votersright-know-who-behind-political-ads-election-2016; see also Raju, supra note 67.
136
See, e.g., National Conference of State Legislators, 2015 and 2016 Campaign Finance
Enactments (2016), http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/2015-and2016-campaign-finance-enactments.aspx; Emily Shaw, Change for the Better in StateLevel Campaign Finance Disclosure, Sunlight Foundation (Dec. 9, 2016),
https://sunlightfoundation.com/2016/12/09/change-for-the-better-in-state-levelcampaign-finance-disclosure/.
137
South Dakota, New York City, Seattle, Portland, and Berkeley are some of the
jurisdictions experimenting with public financing. See, e.g., Reid Wilson, Portland Plans
Public Financing for City Campaigns, THE HILL, Dec. 14, 2016,
http://thehill.com/policy/310456-portland-plans-public-financing-for-city-campaigns.
138
See Corey Goldstone, Voters Approve Numerous Campaign Finance Reform Measures
on
State/Local
Level,
Campaign
Legal
Center
(Nov.
14,
2016),
http://www.campaignlegalcenter.org/news/blog/voters-approve-numerous-campaignfinance-reform-measures-statelocal-level.
139
Azeezat Adeleke, The Sky Isn’t the Limit: The Unfortunate Truth About Campaign
Finance
Limits,
Sunlight
Foundation
(Aug.
9,
2016),
https://sunlightfoundation.com/2016/08/09/the-sky-isnt-the-limit-the-unfortunate-truthabout-campaign-finance-limits/.
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C. Practical Limitations
As a practical matter, the campaign finance regulations that have
managed to clear the judicial and legislative hurdles described above have
not come close to achieving reformers’ goals. Legislative compromise and
judicial pruning have combined to produce laws that are narrower and
weaker than the ones many reform advocates would like to see.140 As
scholars have long recognized, these gaps in the law not only leave existing
problems unsolved; they can sometimes generate new ones.141 This is
especially true of regulations that seek to limit money’s flow. Such
regulations often prompt funders to redirect their spending into channels
that remain less regulated. Scholars have described this reality in terms of
hydraulics: “political money, like water, has to go somewhere.” 142 Given
the constraints of politics and doctrine, such evasions are difficult to stop.
New loopholes emerge more quickly than old ones can be filled—a problem
that is likely to worsen as emerging technologies continue to create new
outlets for spenders’ cash.143
The current federal regulatory system offers a classic example of the
perils of partial regulation. Federal law caps direct contributions to
candidates, encouraging those who wish to spend in excess of the
contribution limits to make independent expenditures.144 While there may
be good reasons to limit direct contributions, a shift toward more
independent expenditures (for example, by Super PACs) poses its own
problems. To the extent that such spending is truly independent, it shifts
responsibility for electoral discourse away from candidates and toward
persons and groups that are less accountable to voters.145 To the extent that
outside spending is not truly independent, it operates to circumvent legal
limits on contributions to candidates’ campaigns. And, whether truly
independent or not, outside spending has tended in practice to facilitate
140

See supra Parts II.A and B.
See, e.g., Anthony J. Gaughan, The Forty-Year War on Money in Politics: Watergate,
FECA, and the Future of Campaign Finance Reform, 77 Ohio St. L.J. 791, 808 (2016);
Kang, supra note 1, at 40; Issacharoff, supra note 46, at 120; Richard Briffault, Issue
Advocacy: Redrawing the Elections/Politics Line, 77 TEX. L. REV. 1751, 1800 (1999)
(“Campaign finance reform has repeatedly demonstrated the law of unintended
consequences.”); Issacharoff & Karlan, supra note 34, at 1708 (referring to the
“paradoxical ability [of campaign finance regulation] to bring about perverse
consequences”); Cass Sunstein, Political Equality and Unintended Consequences, 94
COLUM. L. REV. 1390, 1400-11 (1994).
142
Issacharoff & Karlan, supra note 34, at 1708; see also Andrias, supra note 61, at 496.
143
See Persily, Campaign Revolution, supra note 17 (“[R]egulation of campaign activity
becomes increasingly difficult once campaigning moves online and traditional legal
categories, such as who constitutes the ‘media,’ become ever fuzzier.”).
144
See, e.g., ERIKA FRANKLIN FOWLER ET AL., POLITICAL ADVERTISING IN THE UNITED
STATES 3 (2016); Richard Briffault, Super PACs, 96 MINN. L. REV. 1644, 1646-50 (2012);
Issacharoff & Karlan, supra note 34, at 1714.
145
See, e.g., Michael S. Kang, The Year of the Super PAC, 81 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 1902,
1923 (2013); Kang, supra note 1, at 44-48.
141
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negative campaigning: While candidates can face blowback if they
disparage an opponent too aggressively, outside groups have little to lose.146
The point here is not to suggest that regulation inevitably does more
harm than good. Many regulatory interventions may have at least some
salutary effect. Partial disclosure, for instance, is likely better than none.
Similarly, perhaps the benefits of capping direct contributions are, on
balance, worth the costs of a corresponding increase in independent
expenditures. And perhaps the new generation of state and local public
financing systems that focus on empowering small donors will have fewer
negative tradeoffs than regulations that target big spenders.147 The point is
simply that history counsels caution. To date, public regulation of campaign
finance has produced lackluster results.
III.

LOOKING BEYOND THE LAW

Given the difficulties of pursuing campaign finance regulation and
the discouraging history of government intervention, why do campaign
finance scholars and activists continue to emphasize legal fixes?
Presumably it is because they assume that, despite its limitations, state
action is their best or only option. That is an understandable instinct. If the
problem of money derives from the choices of private actors, then it is
natural to look to the state for solutions. But, just as market failures attract
calls for regulation, regulatory failures ought to direct attention back to the
market.
This Part considers the potential for private ordering to advance the
cause of campaign finance reform.148 It begins in Part III.A by describing
how private actions and forces are already serving to reduce big money’s
electoral influence. Existing campaign finance commentary has largely
overlooked this private ordering phenomenon. It is, in a sense, the flip side
of the oft-noted problem of hydraulics: At the same time that some actors
are working around the law to keep money flowing into the electoral system,
other actors are taking extra-legal countermeasures to thwart them. To be
See, e.g., Kang, supra note 1, at 48 (observing that “some of the worst excesses of
political campaigning come from outside groups”); Sitaraman, supra note 16, at 782;
Kathleen M. Sullivan, Two Concepts of Freedom of Speech, 124 HARV. L. REV. 143, 170
(2010).
147
See, e.g., Sunstein, supra note 141, at 1412-13. Small-donor public financing programs,
however, do have their skeptics. See, e.g., Robert E. Mutch, Small Donor Democracy?
Don’t Count on It, OUPBlog (Sept. 12, 2016), https://blog.oup.com/2016/09/small-donordemocracy-campaign-finance/.
148
For purposes of this Article, private ordering encompasses “any decentralized rulemaking process in which rules are not determined by the territorial state.” Niva ElkinKoren, Copyrights in Cyberspace-Rights Without Laws?, 73 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1155
(1998); see also Jorge L. Contreras, From Private Ordering to Public Law: The Legal
Frameworks Governing Standards-Essential Patents, 30 Harv. J.L. & Tech. 211, 213
(2017) (“The term ‘private ordering’ refers to the use of rules systems that private actors
conceive, observe, and often enforce through extra-legal means.”).
146
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sure, private action has not solved the problems that reformers identify, but
its mitigating role is real. Indeed, private processes may well be doing more
than public regulation to limit big money’s clout.
Building on the descriptive account developed in Part III.A, Part
III.B assesses the prospects for making further progress outside of
legislatures, agencies, and courts. As it turns out, a wide range of actors in
the electoral system have incentives to push back against big money, and
they have a surprising number of tools at their disposal for doing so. Private
ordering strategies, moreover, avoid many of the pitfalls of public
regulation, although they do come with their own set of potential
drawbacks.
A. Private Ordering in Action
Money’s electoral role is not entirely—or even predominantly—a
function of law. Much happens extra-legally to constrain wealthy actors
from deploying resources to obtain their preferred electoral and policy
outcomes. These private interventions can be classified along several
dimensions. For the sake of imposing some order on private ordering, this
Section sorts them based on their substantive ends, using the three
categories set forth in Part I—limiting the big money entering the system,
diluting big money’s influence, and reining in big-money abuses. The
boundaries between the three categories are even fuzzier for private
mechanisms than for public ones, but an intervention’s predominant firstorder effect is generally discernible. Notably, private ordering is occurring
on all three fronts. As will be evident from the illustrations below, private
campaign finance activities vary significantly in terms of their structure,
formality, durability, scope, and more. Part III.B elaborates on these
additional dimensions of difference among private campaign finance
interventions.
1. Limiting Big Money
Although a disproportionate share of election-related funding comes
from big spenders,149 the amount of money they inject into the system is
only a fraction of what it could be. Deep-pocketed actors frequently choose
not to spend, and candidates and political parties sometimes choose to limit
what they might otherwise receive. Such forbearance amounts to an
important check on big money.
Consider corporate electoral spending. Many observers predicted
that the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United would unleash a tidal
wave of corporate money.150 The notion that Citizens United has
149

See supra notes 39-42 and accompanying text.
The Citizens United dissent itself raised the specter of corporations “flood[ing] the
market,” “drowning out . . . noncorporate voices,” and “dominat[ing] . . . the airwaves prior
to an election.” 558 U.S. at 470, 472; see also Larry E. Ribstein, First Amendment and
150
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precipitated a corporate takeover of elections features prominently in
political discourse to this day.151 Corporations, however, have not clamored
to exercise their right to spend.152
Concerns about negative reactions from shareholders, consumers,
and voters, together with doubts about the effectiveness of electoral
spending, have kept many companies on the sidelines.153 The experiences
of corporations that chose to spend big have served as cautionary tales. In
one high profile example, Target faced a consumer and shareholder
backlash when, shortly after Citizens United, it gave $150,000 in corporate
funds to a group backing a Republican gubernatorial candidate in Minnesota
who opposed same-sex marriage.154 Tens of thousands of consumers joined
calls for a boycott; shareholders filed a resolution asking the company to
overhaul its political contribution policy; and the company’s CEO
ultimately issued a public apology.155 In another widely publicized incident,
Corporate Governance, 27 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 1019, 1021 (2011); Wilson, supra note 48,
at 2392; Russ Feingold, Op-Ed., Democracy Hurt by Citizens United Decision, WASH.
POST, Jan. 24, 2010.
151
See Jane R. Bambauer & Derek E. Bambauer, Information Libertarianism, 105 CAL. L.
REV. 335, 345 (2017) (observing that Citizens United “has been cast in calamitous terms,
with progressives fearing that it ‘threatens an avalanche of negative political commercials
financed by huge corporate wealth’” (quoting Ronald Dworkin, The Decision that
Threatens Democracy, N.Y. REV. BOOKS (May 13, 2010)); Siebecker, supra note 133, at
2736 (discussing poll results that “reflect[] widespread discontent with the ability of
corporations to dominate the political process”).
152
See, e.g., Adam Bonica, Avenues of Influence: On the Political Expenditures of
Corporations and Their Directors and Executives, 18 BUS. & POL. 367, 367 (2016) (“The
anticipated flood of corporate cash has amounted to no more than a trickle.”); Lee Drutman,
Despite Citizens United, Elections Aren’t a Good Investment for Corporations, WASH.
POST (Mar. 27, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/despite-citizens-unitedpolitics-isnt-a-good-investment-for-corporations/2015/03/27/f13e0d20-d26c-11e4-ab779646eea6a4c7_story.html?utm_term=.5789e16d8751; Bill Allison & Sarah Harkins, Fixed
Fortunes: Biggest Corporate Political Interests Spend Billions, Get Trillions,
https://sunlightfoundation.com/blog/2014/11/17/fixed-fortunes-biggest-corporatepolitical-interests-spend-billions-get-trillions/ (“As far as we can tell, one thing the Fixed
Fortune 200 did not do, for the most part, was take advantage of the new opportunities to
spend on politics that the Citizens United decision afforded them.”); Theo Francis, Despite
Citizens United, Corporate Super PAC Contributions Trail Individuals, Study Finds,
WALL ST. J., Nov. 2, 2016.
153
See, e.g., Bambauer & Bambauer, supra note 151, at 348-49. Some studies indicate that
election-related spending is often not worth the cost for business corporations. See, e.g.,
Lucian A. Bebchuk & Robert J. Jackson, Jr., Shining Light on Corporate Political
Spending, 101 GEO. L.J. 923 (2013); John C. Coates, Corporate Politics, Governance, and
Value Before and After Citizens United, 9 J. EMP. LEGAL STUD. 696 (2012). Another recent
study suggests that political divisions among executives within firms also constrains
corporate electoral spending. See Bonica, supra note 152, at 369.
154
Jennifer Martinez & Tom Hamburger, Target Feels Backlash From Shareholders, L.A.
TIMES, Aug. 19, 2010, http://articles.latimes.com/2010/aug/19/nation/la-na-targetshareholders-20100820.
155
Id.; Jackie Crosby, Target Apologizes for Giving to Group Backing Emmer, STAR
TRIBUNE, Aug. 6, 2010, http://www.startribune.com/target-apologizes-for-giving-to-
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Chevron spent some $3 million in 2014 to support four candidates running
for local office in Richmond, California, home to one of the company’s
large refineries.156 Chevron’s involvement, however, alienated voters and
galvanized the opposition, resulting in the defeat of all four of the
company’s preferred candidates, even though they outspent their opponents
twenty to one.157
Many companies have gone beyond de facto abstention and have
adopted formal policies that either directly restrict election-related
expenditures or establish spending protocols that may, as a practical matter,
constrain giving. Among large corporations, this has become the norm.158
Formal policies serve several functions. They can help to allay shareholder
concerns about corporate funds underwriting candidates or causes that the
shareholders may not support.159 They can serve a public relations function,
allowing companies to assure consumers and voters they are avoiding
objectionable conduct.160 And they can make it easier for corporate officials
to decline solicitations from office seekers, political parties, and others
without generating ill will—“it’s not you; it’s the policy,” they can profess.
Corporate expenditure policies vary in breadth. A handful of major
companies—including blue-chip names such as Accenture, Avon, ColgatePalmolive, Goldman Sachs, HP, IBM, and Nielson Holdings—have
adopted blanket bans on the use of corporate funds for election-related
group-backing-emmer/100051999/; Jia Lynn Yang & Dan Eggen, Exercising New Ability
To Spend on Campaigns, Target Finds Itself a Bull’s-Eye, WASH. POST, Aug. 19, 2010.
156
Carolyn Jones, Chevron’s $3 Million Backfires in Richmond Election, SFGATE, Nov. 5,
2014,
http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Chevron-s-3-million-backfires-inRichmond-5873779.php.
157
Id.; see also Robert Rogers, Big Money Politics Suffers Big Blow in Richmond as
Chevron
Spending
Backfires,
EAST
BAY
TIMES,
Nov.
5,
2014,
http://www.eastbaytimes.com/2014/11/05/big-money-politics-suffers-big-blow-inrichmond-as-chevron-spending-backfires/. Apparently chastened by its defeat, Chevron
refrained from spending on Richmond’s 2016 city council election. See Karina Ioffee,
Richmond: Amid a Flurry of Campaign Spending, Chevron Visibly Absent, EAST BAY
TIMES, Oct. 21, 2016, http://www.eastbaytimes.com/2016/10/21/richmond-amid-a-flurryof-campaign-spending-chevron-visibly-absent/. Chevron, however, remains one of the
most active corporate spenders at the federal level. See Kenneth P. Doyle, Corporate
America Starts Funding Super PACs, BLOOMBERG BNA, April 27, 2017,
https://www.bna.com/corporate-america-starts-n57982087278/.
158
Center for Political Accountability, The 2016 CPA-Zicklin Index of Corporate Political
Disclosure
and
Accountability,
at
10
(2016),
http://files.politicalaccountability.net/index/2016CPAZicklinIndex.pdf
(“Eighty-nine
percent of the S&P 500 companies, or 441, had a detailed policy or some policy governing
political spending on their websites.”).
159
See Kesten, supra note 133, at 180-81; Siebecker, supra note 133, at 2729. Such policies
are often adopted in direct response to shareholder activism. See Haan, supra note 17, at
307.
160
After Goldman Sachs pledged not to make electoral expenditures shortly after Citizens
United, then-New York City public advocate Bill de Blasio hailed the company’s decision.
See Javier C. Hernandez, Political Ads Off Limits, Goldman Promises, N.Y. TIMES, Aug.
3, 2010.
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purposes—including indirectly through trade associations.161 Some of these
companies do still have a traditional political action committee funded by
persons affiliated with the company (as opposed to the corporation itself).162
Others, including IBM, lack even that.163 IBM’s policy declares that the
firm’s values “reflect the corporation’s long-standing policy against
political contributions of any kind, even when permitted by law.”164 It
elaborates that the company does not “make contributions of any kind
(money, employee time, goods or services), directly or indirectly, to
political parties or candidates, including through intermediary
organizations, such as political action committees, campaign funds, or trade
or industry associations.”165 Though few companies have gone as far as
IBM, data compiled by the Center for Political Accountability and the
Zicklin Center for Business Ethics at the Wharton School indicates that
nearly a third of S&P 500 companies have policies that directly restrict
spending to a significant degree.166 In addition, nearly half of S&P 500
companies provide for regular Board of Directors oversight of political
spending, which at least indirectly restrains firm managers.167 As discussed
below, the majority of S&P 500 companies also make voluntary spending
disclosures beyond what the law requires.168 All of these numbers have been
on the rise.169
While developments like these are not entirely new,170 several
factors likely account for the apparent trend toward corporate forbearance.
161
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Rising political polarization means that corporations are more likely to face
an outcry when they wade into electoral contests.171 Heightening that risk,
social media and other technologies place corporations under greater
scrutiny than ever, and enable protests and boycotts to go viral.172
Moreover, the fallout from Citizens United has placed corporate spending
in the public spotlight, prompting shareholders and others to prioritize the
issue and to become more organized. Advocacy groups like the Center for
Political Accountability, for example, have led a coordinated push for
greater transparency and accountability in corporate political spending
through shareholder activism.173
None of this is to suggest that corporations have gotten out of the
campaign finance business entirely. They have not.174 Traditional corporate
PACs continue to make direct contributions to candidates,175 and millions
of corporate dollars end up in the coffers of super PACs and “dark money”
groups.176 In recent months, for example, tobacco, video game, and
insurance companies, among others, have funneled substantial sums into a
super PAC that has been spending heavily on behalf of Republican
candidates in special elections to fill vacant congressional seats.177 But,
even accounting this activity, the amount of corporate money entering the
ET AL.,
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HILL, June 16, 2016.
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system remains “a far cry” from what many anticipated in the wake of
Citizens United.178 The bottom line is that corporations frequently forgo
lawful spending opportunities.
Many wealthy individuals similarly decline to spend as much on
elections as they might. The United States has more than 500 billionaires,
and more than 5,000 households worth at least $100 million.179 Most of
these individuals are politically engaged, and many make at least some
political contributions.180 Only a fraction of these individuals, however,
spend truly eye-popping sums.181 The existence of this small cohort of
individual mega-donors confirms that electoral spending cannot be
explained by law alone. What separates these big spenders from their
superrich compatriots and from wealthy corporations is not the legal ability
to spend. Instead, their behavioral differences derive from extra-legal
factors. Those who spend lavishly on elections have made a judgment, at
least implicitly, that the expected benefits are worth the costs, while those
who choose not to spend have concluded otherwise. That cost-benefit
calculus will vary among potential spenders. Some will place more value
than others on the prospect of advancing an ideological agenda, or on
building goodwill that can later be used to lobby on pet issues.182
Meanwhile, some will be more concerned than others about the negative
attention and scrutiny that mega-donor status can bring. One reason more
money flows into the system from wealthy individuals than from large
public corporations is that individuals, on average, likely face fewer
countervailing pressures, such as the prospect of consumer backlash or
shareholder discontent.183
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The discussion thus far has focused on the supply side—the private
forces that diminish how much money corporations and other wealthy
actors choose to give. There are demand-side restraints as well. Candidates
and parties sometimes swear off big money, at least in part. In the wake of
Watergate, at least two major party candidates, one from Maryland and one
from New York, voluntarily refused to accept contributions of more than
$100 in their 1974 U.S. Senate races.184 More often, candidates take the
smaller step of rejecting money from certain sources, such as political action
committees.185 During the 2008 election cycle, the Democratic National
Committee adopted a policy to refuse contributions from federal lobbyists
and political action committees.186 It abandoned the rule early in the 2016
cycle.187 Candidates and parties also routinely make the largely symbolic
gesture of refusing or returning contributions or other financial support from
particularly objectionable backers.188
Candidates and parties not only make voluntary unilateral decisions
to reject certain funds; on occasion, they also enter into agreements with
their opponents to restrict contributions or expenditures beyond what the
law requires.189 To take one prominent example, when Hillary Clinton
initially ran for the U.S. Senate, she and her opponent, Representative Rick
184
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Lazio, agreed not to rely on soft money and asked a number of outside
groups to refrain from participating in the race.190 Such agreements have
usually held since candidates fear the political consequences of breaking
their word.191
Going beyond previous voluntary campaign finance pacts, Elizabeth
Warren and Scott Brown entered into a contract during their 2012 U.S.
Senate race in Massachusetts to try to keep Super PACs and other outside
spenders from interfering in the race. Their agreement, dubbed the
“People’s Pledge,” was not legally enforceable, but the idea was that both
candidates would have reputational incentives to abide by its commitments
rather than risk the bad publicity of a breach.192 Specifically, the candidates
pledged that, if any outside group ran advertisements supporting one of the
candidates, that candidate would pay a penalty out of his or her campaign
coffers equal to 50 percent of the costs of the advertisements.193 The penalty
mechanism was meant to deter outside spenders from getting involved.194
And it largely worked: Little outside money entered the race, and the
candidates abided by the agreement and paid the penalty on the few
occasions when impermissible spending occurred.195 Compared to other
competitive Senate races, small donors provided a larger share of the
financing, and the tone of the campaign stayed relatively positive. 196 Since
2012, candidates have signed onto People’s Pledges in a handful of other
races, but the idea has not gained significant traction.197
2. Diluting Big Money’s Influence
Beyond directly constraining the giving and receiving of campaign
funds, private ordering processes also diminish, at least to some extent, the
value of the big money that enters the system. An informal tactic that
candidates regularly employ is simply to decry big money’s influence on
the system generally and on their opponents specifically. In the 2016
presidential race, Bernie Sanders and Donald Trump both made such
rhetoric a centerpiece of their campaign messages. During the Democratic
primaries, Sanders repeatedly described the campaign finance system as
“corrupt,” with “millionaires and billionaires . . . spending extraordinary
190
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amounts to buy elections.”198 He called it “obscene” that Hillary Clinton
“keeps going to big-money people to fund her campaign.”199 Trump,
meanwhile, attacked his Republican primary opponents for relying heavily
on big money, sometimes describing them as puppets of their donors.200 He
boasted that he did not want or need big money, and seemed to revel in
being attacked by his opponents’ wealthy backers.201 In the general election,
he used a similar strategy against Clinton, portraying her as “bought and
paid for by Wall Street, lobbyists and special interests.”202
By deploying anti-big money language, candidates can taint the big
money in a race, turning their opponents’ financial assets into a political
liability.203 This sort of rhetoric may even sway some would-be big spenders
to remain on the sidelines. Candidates who condemn big money will likely
attract less of it for themselves, even if they remain willing to accept such
funds if offered.204 At the same time, deep-pocketed actors may be deterred
198
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from spending on behalf of those candidates’ opponents due to the prospect
that their support could backfire on its intended beneficiary. Of course,
adopting an anti-big money strategy does not guarantee electoral success.
Much will depend on the circumstances, including the salience of the race.
In low-profile elections, candidates may have a more difficult time
garnering the public attention on which this strategy depends.205
Candidates who express hostility toward big money typically
combine that message with an effort to attract small donors. This is an
additional method of reducing big money’s relative influence, one common
even among candidates who welcome wealthy backers. In the wake of
Citizens United, some commentators anticipated that small donors would
no longer open their wallets since their contributions would be dwarfed by
big money.206 That has not been the case.207 Candidates often make it a
priority to attract small donors, and small contributions continue to flow.
For example, during the 2016 Democratic presidential primaries, Bernie
Sanders repeatedly touted his millions of donors and their average
contributions of $27.208 He ended up with seven million individual donors,
and nearly 60 percent of his total campaign funds came from people who
gave $200 or less.209 Meanwhile, despite initially insisting that he was
Campaign,
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largely self-funding his campaign, Trump ultimately raised more money
from small donors than Sanders and Clinton combined.210 Trump even
appears to have eclipsed the small-dollar fundraising of President Obama,
who, in 2008 and 2012, generated then-unprecedented levels of support
from small donors.211 Such attempts to attract small donors are by no means
limited to presidential campaigns. Candidates at all levels solicit funds from
small donors, conveying the message that their contributions are vital to
countering deep-pocketed adversaries.212
Technology has played a pivotal role in facilitating small-dollar
fundraising and increasing its potential to serve as a counterweight to big
money.213 The internet, email, and social media have made it easier and
cheaper than ever for candidates to solicit small donors and for donors to
make contributions.214 Online intermediaries have further assisted in
connecting donors and candidates.215 One of the most prominent, ActBlue,
describes its mission as “democratiz[ing] power and helping small-dollar
donors make their voices heard in a real way.”216 Politicians and their
campaign staffs have also become increasingly adept at using these
technological tools. To take just one example, during a 2016 Democratic
primary debate, Bernie Sanders announced that he was “going to hold a
fundraiser right here, right now, across America,” and he urged people to
go to his website and contribute, which they did to the tune of $8 million.217
In addition to denigrating big donors and celebrating small ones,
candidates also aim to counter big money’s influence by gaining exposure
and communicating with voters on the cheap. Attempting to attract free
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media attention is a classic strategy along these lines,218 and technological
innovations have ushered in new tactics. Technology, after all, does more
than reduce the transaction costs of raising money; it can also cut the costs
of organizing supporters and disseminating a political message.219 Trump’s
prolific use of Twitter offers a prime example.220 And social media
platforms can empower average citizens as well, giving them the potential
to go viral and reach audiences that can be as large as the audiences for
conventional paid advertising.221 It is not a stretch to conceive of these
technologies as alternative currencies that can serve some of the same
functions as money, potentially offsetting the value of large aggregations of
wealth.
Again, the point here is not to suggest that these methods of
empowering the average citizen have solved or could solve the problem of
big money. A number of commentators have sounded cautionary notes
about their potential.222 Small-donor fundraising strategies may not be easy
to replicate, and they may worsen rather than alleviate political
polarization.223 Technological advances, meanwhile, not only provide new
channels of influence for the mass public; they also give the wealthy new
218
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opportunities to use their resources to communicate and organize.224 Again,
the takeaway is simply that much is happening beyond the law, and extralegal activities and forces are having at least some mitigating effect on big
money’s influence.
3. Minimizing Big-Money Abuses
A third category of private activities serve to channel money away
from particularly objectionable uses and to assist the public in making
informed electoral choices. This category is closely linked to the previous
one since limiting what money can buy and giving voters information to
assess big money’s role will tend to diminish the influence that big money
wields. The activities described here, however, have more of a consumer
protection flavor than the activities discussed above.
One classic device for protecting political consumers is campaign
finance disclosure. By law, the federal government and most states and
localities require some election-related contributions and expenditures to be
publicly disclosed by the spender or recipient.225 But legal disclosure
regimes are incomplete. Voluntary disclosure has long helped to fill at least
a few of the gaps. Instances of voluntary disclosure occurred even before
the first federal disclosure laws were enacted. In 1908, the major party
presidential candidates agreed to make their campaign finances public.226
Both candidates wanted to assure voters that they were not being bankrolled
by Wall Street.227 Likewise, modern candidates sometimes make voluntary
disclosures in the name of transparency, either unilaterally or by
agreement.228
In recent years, corporations have made especially visible strides
toward voluntary campaign finance disclosure, often after a nudge from
shareholders and advocacy groups. A majority of large public corporations
now disclose more about their political expenditures than the law
requires.229 In dozens of instances, these corporate policies are the
224
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byproduct of agreements that public companies have reached with
shareholder groups, which routinely bring resolutions seeking greater
transparency.230 In the first two months of 2017 alone, shareholders
formally filed more than 90 proposals pertaining to corporate political
activity.231 The Center for Political Accountability, a principal backer of
these efforts, estimates that “145 leading American companies . . . have
adopted [its] political disclosure and accountability model.”232 Questions
have been raised, however, about the effectiveness of such corporate
disclosure regimes.233
While some actors choose to provide more information than the law
requires, others focus on compiling, organizing, and publicizing both
voluntary and required disclosures. Organizations that operate in this space
include the Center for Responsive Politics, the Sunlight Foundation, and the
National Institute on Money in Politics.234 By translating raw disclosure
reports and data into more usable forms, with search functionalities, charts,
and more, these groups help to promote public oversight of the electoral
process.235 The groups also frequently interface with journalists, enhancing
the ability of media outlets to serve as campaign finance watchdogs and to
share key findings with a large audience.236
While the media’s efforts to illuminate where and how money is
flowing serve to rein in big-money abuses, critics simultaneously chide the
media for exacerbating the problem of money by disseminating paid
230
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political ads, and they urge media outlets to show restraint. Advocacy
groups sometimes appeal to outlets to reject certain types of ads. The
League of Women Voters, for instance, engaged in a largely unsuccessful
effort after Citizens United to persuade media outlets “to refuse political
advertising paid for by secret money.”237 During the 2012 election cycle,
the Annenberg Public Policy Center organized a “Stand By Your Ad”
campaign to encourage broadcasters to refrain from running false or
misleading ads.238 The campaign generated tens of thousands of emails to
station managers asking for ads to be pulled, and some requests were
honored.239 In the days before the election, Annenberg even bought
advertisements on stations that had complied with removal requests to thank
them.240 Annenberg, however, did not renew its effort in 2016. Individual
candidates also routinely ask media outlets to pull particularly offensive
ads, using the threat of defamation or libel lawsuits as a cudgel,241 and
outlets occasionally do relent.242
Notably, even when they are not facing direct outside pressure,
media outlets do engage in at least a modicum of self-regulation when it
comes to election ads. Most major outlets have detailed policies describing
the sort of ads—political and otherwise—they will and will not accept.243
Occasionally, outlets choose to steer clear of political advertisements
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entirely, perhaps deeming them inconsistent with their brands.244 Overall,
however, traditional media outlets seem to doing less self-regulation today
than in the past, perhaps because of the pull of advertising revenue. 245 In
contrast, social media outlets and search engines may be trending toward
more self-regulation,246 especially after those outlets received criticism for
their role in spreading so-called “fake news” during the 2016 election.247 A
full discussion of that emerging issue is beyond the scope of this Article.248
B. Opportunities and Challenges for Private Reform
What lessons should be drawn from this survey of the private ordering
terrain? A committed proponent of campaign finance regulation might
contend that it merely highlights the inadequacy of private pushback against
big money and thus confirms the necessity of robust government action.
That response, however, presumes that private interventions have already
reached their full potential, which is unlikely given that attention to and
investment in extra-legal correctives has been relatively modest. Cataloging
the existing private order sheds light on prospects for additional private
action and on challenges such efforts might face. That analysis, in turn,
offers grounds for guarded optimism about private reform.
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An initial takeaway from the litany of extra-legal activities described
in the previous Section is that the menu of private reform options is
extensive. First, at least five distinct types of parties can act and be acted
upon: (1) potential big spenders, (2) the mass public, (3) candidates and
office holders, (4) political parties, and (5) the media. Actors within all of
these categories have incentives, or might be incentivized, to lessen big
money’s electoral role. These actors also have an abundance of extra-legal
tools and points of leverage to help them achieve their goals. They can exert
pressure on other members of their group and on players in each of the other
groups in virtually limitless combinations.249
Second, private campaign finance interventions can take several
distinct structural forms.250 Private order can emerge from decisions by
individuals and entities to show self-restraint or self-initiative—in other
words, to refrain voluntarily from legally permissible acts (such as spending
large sums) or to engage voluntarily in acts not legally required (such as
making optional disclosures).251 It can emerge from mutual agreements
among actors to conduct themselves in particular manner, perhaps on
penalty of a privately enforceable sanction (e.g., the People’s Pledge or
corporate disclosure policies negotiated with shareholders).252 And it can
emerge when actors create mechanisms to reward or punish other actors for
engaging in favored or disfavored conduct (e.g., Stand By Your Ad).253
Third, and relatedly, private interventions can vary significantly in
terms of their level of formality and institutionalization. They can be highly
organized and law-like (e.g., the People’s Pledge), completely ad hoc (e.g.,
candidates’ use of anti-big money rhetoric), or somewhere in between (e.g.,
media advertising policies).254 Private actions may even alter money’s
electoral role without anyone consciously intending that result.
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Together, these features of private ordering give private reform a
significant edge over public regulation in terms of freedom and flexibility.
Reformers can pursue private solutions without getting mired in legislative
and bureaucratic quagmires, thwarted by constitutional constraints, or
hemmed in by jurisdictional boundaries. Avoiding those obstacles may
open the door to more holistic approaches, and enable more efficient
responses to emerging issues.255
Reformers may also be able to pursue at least some extra-legal
measures without encountering the same degree of opposition that public
regulatory advocacy generates. After all, a core theme of reform opponents
is that election discourse should be free from government interference.
Private reform does not raise that anti-regulatory objection. Consequently,
it may divide campaign finance reform’s usual critics. Those who are
principled regulatory skeptics but have no particular affinity for big money
may be willing to make peace with private reform. Those who are bigmoney devotees may resist, but they will no longer have the luxury of
casting their opposition in anti-regulatory (or constitutional) terms. Instead,
they will have to establish that our electoral system is better off when big
money flows through it—perhaps not an impossible argument, but certainly
a tougher one.
While these are all important virtues of private reform, the picture is
not entirely rosy. The previous Section’s survey of the private ordering
terrain also points to countervailing considerations and to potential
comparative advantages of public regulation. For starters, although private
interventions face fewer formal barriers to adoption than public regulations,
practical challenges often arise, perhaps most notably in the form of
coordination and collective action problems. Private interventions that rely
on broad public buy-in can be difficult to organize, sustain, and replicate.
Even the most engaged citizens have limited capacity to protest, boycott, or
contribute.256 To complicate matters further, most actors in the electoral
system have crosscutting commitments and values that make it harder for
private reform efforts to gain traction. Average voters, for instance, may
dislike a candidate’s reliance on big money, but they may be willing to look
the other way if that candidate aligns with their substantive policy
preferences.257 Similarly, candidates and political parties might prefer to
eschew big money and avoid incurring political debts to wealthy backers,
255
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but they also want to win. Parties, moreover, might find themselves divided
between their various stakeholders, with grassroots activists trying to push
big money out at the same time party leaders are clamoring for more.258
Media outlets, meanwhile, might be torn between competing impulses to
profit from paid advertisements and sensationalistic coverage, to serve as
credible checks and watchdogs, and perhaps to advance the political
agendas of their owners.259 Together, these dynamics can create real
headwind for private reformers. From a comparative perspective, however,
the amount of private ordering activity that is already occurring suggests
private reform generally remains easier to initiate than public regulation.
A related challenge for private reform concerns the staying power of
private interventions once they get off the ground. Laws and regulations can
be difficult to enact, but, once enacted, they tend to endure (at least absent
judicial invalidation).260 Private action, in contrast, usually lacks a similar
level of entrenchment. Policy entrenchment is by no means an unalloyed
good. In the regulatory context, it is sometimes synonymous with
ossification and unresponsiveness.261 But the relatively ephemeral nature of
private interventions means that successes are not locked in. Instead,
ongoing efforts may be needed to keep reform going, heightening the
prospects for retrenchment and inconsistent results.262
Public regulation, moreover, has several core strengths that private
reform efforts will typically struggle to match. As others have observed,
public lawmaking processes may be more cumbersome than private
ordering, but they potentially offer more transparency, more democratic
accountability and legitimacy, and more uniformity and predictability.263
The government also has unique enforcement capabilities that can help to
ensure compliance even among resistant subgroups that private reformers
may struggle to influence.264 These relative weaknesses of private reform
loom large in Sarah Haan’s recent analysis of corporate commitments to
disclose their electoral spending. While Haan concludes that these
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agreements have “generated some improvements” in disclosure, she
identified important shortcomings, including non-transparent adoption
processes, inadequate compliance mechanisms, and gaps in coverage.265 It
is certainly appropriate to lament deficiencies like these, and perhaps to
regard private ordering as a second-best alternative in at least some
circumstances. But if government action is not forthcoming, then private
reform may be the only game in town.
IV.

TOWARD A PRIVATE REFORM AGENDA

The discussion thus far suggests that it may be time for academics
and advocates alike to reprioritize and pursue the underexplored possibility
of extra-legal reform. Drawing on Part III’s survey of the private ordering
landscape, this Part sketches out some potential options for future reform.
The first set of proposals aims at building and deepening social norms
regarding electoral spending. The second set seeks to use big money to fight
big money. These are tentative suggestions, not detailed policy plans. The
hope is that this discussion will lay the foundations for future work on
private campaign finance reform that more fully develops—or perhaps
critiques—these ideas and others.
A. Shifting Social Norms
Many scholars have addressed the importance of social norms as a
substitute for or supplement to formal legal rules.266 According to one
canonical definition, “norms” refer to “informal social regularities that
individuals feel obligated to follow because of an internalized sense of duty,
because of a fear of external non-legal sanctions, or both.”267
Entrepreneurial actors can create and strengthen norms by building
consensus about the propriety or impropriety of certain conduct, ensuring
that the conduct is noticed, and extoling or condemning the conduct. 268 In
the campaign finance context, reformers could work to develop two
complementary norms to constrain big money’s influence: a norm against
making outsized election-related expenditures, and a norm in favor of
making small ones. The first norm is principally relevant to the affluent few,
the second to the broader public. Nascent versions of these norms arguably
265
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already exist. Once bolstered, the norms would together serve to reduce the
amount of big money in politics and its relative clout.269
Many wealthy actors already show some alignment with a norm
against outsized expenditures. As previously noted, the majority of
corporations and individuals with the financial wherewithal to spend big
decline to do so.270 Actors who do inject sizable sums into the campaign
finance system have concluded that the benefits of doing so exceed the sum
of the outlay itself plus whatever disapprobation or other disutility the
expenditure generates. To alter that calculus, an initial step is simply to be
more vocal in denouncing big spenders, portraying them as idiosyncratic
outliers even among the affluent, while simultaneously highlighting and
praising the conduct of those actors who refrain from spending.
Existing reform-minded groups are well positioned to assist in this
norm-building process. Such groups already vociferously criticize big
money, though usually in an effort to push for legal change. All it would
take is a slight shift in messaging to make their approach more normoriented. In particular, they could communicate directly with deep-pocketed
actors and urge them to modify (or continue) their behavior,271 and they
could simultaneously encourage the mass public, candidates, and political
parties to repudiate big spenders and to extol abstainers.272
In addition, because subgroups within society sometimes maintain
their own distinct social norms,273 affluent actors might be especially
helpful in encouraging forbearance on the part of their big spending
compatriots. A concrete step along these lines would be to facilitate a
campaign finance version of the well-known Giving Pledge spearheaded by
Warren Buffett and Bill and Melinda Gates.274 The Giving Pledge is a public
commitment by billionaires to give the majority of their wealth to charity
during their lifetimes. The pledgers—now more than 150 of them275—
generate good will for themselves and place implicit pressure on other
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billionaires to join the effort.276 In contrast to the Giving Pledge, which asks
the wealthy to part with their money, a Democracy Pledge would ask them
to keep it—or, more to the point, to keep their resources out of elections.
Judgments would have to be made about the scope of such a pledge.
An ambitious version could ask wealthy actors not only to refrain from
making independent expenditures, whether directly or through
intermediaries, but to limit their direct contributions as well.277 Somewhat
less ambitious versions could focus solely on independent expenditures, or
could ask pledgers to commit not to spend except defensively—that is,
unless countering big money that someone else injects first. Even more
modestly, pledgers could eschew dark money and commit to full disclosure
of any election-related spending. Given the overwhelming public
disapproval of big money, Democracy Pledgers would receive the same sort
of approbation as Giving Pledgers, and at a much lower financial cost.
Moreover, as with the Giving Pledge, there is the potential to create a
virtuous cycle, with initial commitments helping to generate further ones as
social pressures and expectations build.278 If anything, it may be easier to
build momentum with a Democracy Pledge since every additional pledge
should help to assure prospective pledgers that, by limiting their own
spending, they will not be disadvantaging themselves relative to their
wealthy peers.
Similar efforts could be pursued to establish a norm in favor of
small-dollar contributions. Some steps are already being taken. The
emphasis many candidates place on attracting small donors has helped to
highlight that becoming a funder can be an important way to participate in
the electoral process, even for people of relatively modest means. Among
some politically active segments of the population, especially those with
clear ideological commitments, a norm of small-dollar contributing likely
already exists.279 But this represents just a small proportion of the public.
About 10 percent of Americans report that they contribute to campaigns or
otherwise spend money on elections.280 Among the least well-off and
276
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REV. 27, 84 n.199 (2011); see also The Giving Pledge, Frequently Asked Questions,
https://givingpledge.org/faq.aspx (last visited Feb. 28, 2017).
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Court invalidated in McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434 (2014).
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Cf. ROBERT D. PUTNAM ET AL., MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK: CIVIC TRADITIONS IN
MODERN ITALY 177 (1993) (“Stocks of social capital, such as trust, norms, and networks,
tend to be self-reinforcing and cumulative. Virtuous circles result in social equilibria with
high levels of cooperation, trust, reciprocity, civic engagement, and collective wellbeing.”).
279
Cf. Pildes, supra note 182, at 825 (discussing evidence that “individual donors are more
ideologically extreme and more polarized than non-donors”); Adam Bonica, Leadership,
Free to Lead, BOSTON REV., July 22, 2011 (“As a group, small donors are fiercely partisan
and have concentrated their support on the most ideologically polarizing candidates.”).
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See Overton, Participation Interest, supra note 47, at 1289 & n.146.
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among minority groups, these numbers are even lower.281 Roughly
speaking, Americans are at least five or six times more likely to vote than
they are to contribute.282 Developing a norm of contributing could begin to
tap into a massive market of potential small donors.
To build a small-donor norm, the underlying objective is to increase
the amount of esteem people garner when they contribute and/or the amount
of opprobrium they experience when they do not. Because the population
of potential small donors is large and diverse, shifting behavior in the
direction of more small donations will likely require a sustained and
multifaceted effort. But even raising participation rates by a few percentage
points could have a meaningful impact on the way elections are funded.
In terms of developing strategies to move the needle on small-dollar
contributions, two analogies may be helpful. The first potential model is
get-out-the-vote efforts, which help to promote the norm of voting.283 While
candidates and parties have always worked hard to encourage their
supporters to turn out,284 established nonpartisan programs also encourage
people to vote, regardless of whom they support.285 These nonpartisan
programs promote voting as an important and laudatory activity—a badge
of good citizenship.286 There have not yet been comparable nonpartisan
efforts to promote small-dollar contributing as an expectation of engaged
citizenship. Such programs could extend the norm of giving from those with
the clearest partisan allegiances to a wider cross-section of the public. They
might specially target groups with low giving rates, just as voting
organizations like the Rock the Vote focus on a demographic (young
people) that tends to be underrepresented at the polls. Among other things,
reformers could work to normalize the practice of contributing through such
seemingly trivial steps as creating a campaign finance version of the
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See, e.g., McElwee et al, supra note 38, at 6.
See id.
283
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choice.”); cf. Hasen, Voting Without Law?, supra note 23, at 2135.
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ubiquitous “I Voted” stickers,287 or encouraging contributors to share the
fact that they donated on social media.288
Second, reformers could look to innovators in the charitable sector,
who seek to deepen a norm of charitable giving and volunteer service. The
possibilities are many. Consider the mushrooming popularity of Giving
Tuesday—a movement that encourages people to give to charity on the
Tuesday after Thanksgiving.289 Campaign finance reformers could similarly
designate a particular day or days during an election cycle as special donor
days on which substantial public attention is directed toward making
political contributions. Reformers might also produce and distribute
contribution guides (akin to guides of charitable organizations, or
nonpartisan voter guides) that provide information about candidates and a
mechanism for contributing to them.290
None of these norm-building ideas will be a silver bullet. Reformers
will need to pursue a range of interventions, and progress will likely be
incremental. But small successes may lead to tipping points and feedback
loops capable of generating more dramatic change.291 For instance, as
norms against big money and in favor of small money take hold, one of the
major political parties could decide that the time is right to disavow big
money entirely. That party could commit to receiving financing only from
small donors and could ask its candidates to do the same. This may seem
unlikely today, but it is more than a pipe dream. If party leaders and activists
believed that big money was drying up or becoming more politically toxic,
287
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or that small donors were able to fill the void, branding themselves as the
party of small money could become the right strategic move. And if that
party’s strategy were to succeed, it could push the other party in the same
direction. Given the current jurisprudential and political climate, a normbuilding project seems at least as likely to bear fruit as the pursuit of public
regulatory options.
B. Fighting Big Money with Big Money
A separate private reform strategy is to harness big money to counter
big money. This approach seeks to enlist support from wealthy actors who
want to stem the current big-money tide. Many wealthy actors likely fit that
bill. As previously discussed, most affluent individuals and entities are not
big spenders, whether because of pressure from shareholders or consumers
or because they simply believe that the electoral system should not be so
disproportionately financed by the fortunate few.292 These actors may be
concerned about losing influence relative to their peers who are making
expenditures and may want to see those big spenders sidelined.293 In
addition, at least some of those who currently make large expenditures are
likely doing so reluctantly, whether in an effort to placate powerful officials
or to counter the spending of business competitors or ideological
adversaries.294 They would prefer not to spend, but find themselves trapped
in what amounts to a prisoners’ dilemma.295 Consistent with this account, a
survey of corporate executives by the business-led Committee for
Economic Development found widespread dissatisfaction with the
campaign finance status quo and an overwhelming desire for reform.296 The
292
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bottom line is that, while the wealthy may seem like unlikely reform allies,
their interests will often point them in that direction. They may simply need
concrete options around which to mobilize.
This Section suggests two possibilities for using big money to
advance reformers’ goals. The first suggestion draws inspiration from the
People’s Pledge that Elizabeth Warren and Scott Brown adopted in an effort
to keep outside money at bay during their 2012 U.S. Senate race. As
discussed earlier, candidates who take the pledge agree to pay a penalty
from their campaign coffers whenever an outside expenditure is made on
their behalf, thus creating a disincentive for backers to make such an
expenditure.297 But the People’s Pledge has largely failed to catch on
because it requires opposing candidates to agree about the desirability of
restricting outside money, which is unlikely whenever one candidate
expects that outside spending will give her an edge.298 And even when
candidates do take the pledge, they can always renege if they later conclude
that outside spending may benefit them enough to outweigh the expected
reputational costs of breaking the agreement.299
Rather than having candidates mutually pledge to ward off outside
spending, reformers could take matters into their own hands with help from
deep-pocketed collaborators. Step one would be to assemble a large pool of
funds. Step two would be to announce that those funds would be used to
counter—and outdo—any infusion of big money into particular election
races. In other words, if a mega-donor were to spend $1 million to support
a certain candidate, the fund would respond by spending at least that
amount—or perhaps double or triple that amount—to assist that candidate’s
opponent. A mega-donor who sees this as a credible threat is unlikely to
spend that $1 million in the first place. As a result, the money in the fund
would remain unspent and could be returned to the funders after the
election. The funders might thus thwart would-be big spenders without
actually spending a dime of their own.300

Supreme Court to invalidate the federal ban on corporate independent expenditures
(although a business advocacy organization, the Chamber of Commerce, did so). See
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Myriad logistical and design issues would have to be addressed to
implement such a scheme, but they should not be any more insurmountable
than analogous issues raised by the People’s Pledge. Among other things,
reformers would have to delineate the type of expenditures that would
trigger a response.301 They also would have to develop a system for
monitoring offending expenditures and for responding effectively and
expeditiously. That might mean, for example, creating advertisements in
advance for potential deployment, incurring at least some expenses that
donors would not recoup. If the funders were amenable, organizations
executing this sort of strategy could even make advances purchases of
advertising slots to use for responsive spending if necessary, but otherwise
run nonpartisan ads urging people to vote or to become small-dollar donors.
A second option for using big money to fight big money would focus
on the media, relying primarily on corporate advertising dollars to provide
the necessary leverage. The bulk of money spent on elections is used to buy
ads,302 generating billions of dollars in revenue for media outlets.303 As CBS
President Les Moonves memorably put it, “Super PACs may be bad for
America, but they’re very good for CBS.”304 The money media outlets earn
from election ads, however, is just a small fraction of the revenue they
receive every year from companies that run ads to promote their goods and
services.305 That commercial advertising money is something media outlets
cannot afford to lose. If even a handful of large companies declared that
they would only advertise on outlets that complied with a code of conduct
for election-related advertising (or declared that they would reward
complying outlets by purchasing additional ads), they would fundamentally
alter the media’s economic calculus.
The notion of having corporations become involved in countering
the excesses of big-money political advertising is not a stretch. It aligns with
broader trends in corporate social activism. While corporations have been
reluctant to inject money into election campaigns, the business community
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has not hesitated in recent years to engage with public policy issues. 306 In
some instances, that has meant using economic leverage, such as shifting
business away from states that have adopted or considered legislation to
restrict LGBT rights.307 Companies also regularly pull advertisements from
media outlets that have acted objectionably.308 From a public relations
perspective, it makes good sense for corporations to become more active in
campaign finance reform efforts. Popular discourse often portrays
corporations as campaign finance villains even though, in reality, wealthy
individuals tend to be the more troublesome big-money culprits.309 Taking
high profile action against outsized election expenditures would help
corporations change the narrative. And it would be an extremely popular
stand, likely generating more goodwill across the political spectrum than
positions corporations have recently taken on many other policy issues.
Again, an array of details would need to be worked out, including
the contents of the code of conduct that commercial advertisers would ask
media outlets to apply to electoral ads. Corporations could seek to preclude
outlets from running all outside advertising, or at least all outside
advertising funded by big spenders.310 Alternatively, they could focus on
disclosure and insist that outlets only run ads that identify the true
underlying sponsor.311 They might also seek to establish certain formatting
standards for ads, such as requiring sponsorship information to be
prominently displayed, or prohibiting so-called native ads, which are
confusingly embedded into a website’s own content.312 Although this would
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be more fraught, they even could set content standards in an effort to guard
against false or misleading ads run by outside spenders.313
At least two objections might be made to these proposals to pit big
money against big money. The first is that they unduly inhibit electoral
discourse.314 This criticism rests on the notion that more speech—including
the speech big money facilitates—is inherently better than less.315 It is an
objection to any restriction on money in politics, public or private, and
defenders of public regulation have endeavored to answer it in detail.316 For
purposes of this Article, it suffices to say that concerns about limiting
speech have less bite in the context of private ordering than governmental
regulation.317 Social and market forces routinely and inevitably shape
whether and how individuals and entities choose to spend or speak, and even
the most vocal defender of the “more speech” maxim likely accepts the
value of these forces in shielding us from unbridled cacophony. If discourse
and private exchange prompt big spenders to exit the electoral arena, then
that may simply represent a new market equilibrium.318
Second, some may see it as hypocritical for those who oppose big
money’s electoral influence to turn to big money to bring about change.
Critics leveled a similar charge against Larry Lessig after he established a
313
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super PAC—Mayday PAC—to elect campaign finance reform proponents
to Congress.319 Lessig responded by urging them to “embrace the irony.”320
The private ordering proposals outlined here, however, differ from Lessig’s
super PAC in ways that significantly diminish any arguable hypocrisy.
Mayday PAC used big money to do exactly what reformers believe it should
not do—namely, facilitate the election of candidates who support the
policies of their wealthy backers.321 In contrast, the proposals here do not
enlist big money to promote particular candidates or regulatory agendas.
Instead, they rely on big money to prevent would-be spenders from exerting
outsized electoral influence. And to the extent there is residual tension,
reformers are free to decide that practicality should trump purity.
V. BROADER IMPLICATIONS

This Article’s primary objective has been to draw greater attention
to private ordering in campaign finance. This Part widens the lens and seeks
to situate private campaign finance reform within a broader institutional
context. It begins by considering the interplay between legal and extra-legal
campaign finance reform efforts. It then addresses the issue of hydraulics:
To the extent private reforms manage to push big money out of elections,
where will that money go, and what are the likely implications?
A. Law’s Role in Campaign Finance
While this Article seeks to give private ordering in campaign finance
its due, it does not mean to suggest that law is unimportant or irrelevant. Far
from it. The legal and extra-legal orders inevitably interact with and
influence one another.
As an initial matter, private ordering occurs against a legal backdrop,
with law helping to define the field on which private actors operate.322
Because the existing campaign finance regulatory system is riddled with
gaps, one function of private reform is to supplement and complement the
legal regime. For instance, private intervention can help to rein in the
outside expenditures of super PACs and similar entities that the law
currently leaves unconstrained. Likewise, private reform can promote
information disclosures in excess of what the law requires. Beyond gap
filling, private reform can work alongside legal structures to advance
objectives that the law has not prioritized or cannot pursue. In particular,
319
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because private reformers are not subject to the same constitutional
constraints as governmental actors, they are free to pursue equality and
antidistortion objectives that public campaign finance regulation may
not.323
Beyond serving as a mere backdrop, law can facilitate private
action.324 For all its limitations, legally mandated campaign finance
disclosure plays an especially important part in shaping the private order.325
Disclosure laws make it easier for consumers, shareholders, and voters to
monitor big spenders; they help candidates enforce pledges to counter
outside expenditures; and they help the media and other watchdogs to do
their jobs. Disclosure laws would also assist the private reforms suggested
in Part IV. For this reason, reformers would do well to continue pushing to
strengthen those laws.326 Along similar lines, it is conceivable that the
proliferation of public matching fund or voucher programs at the state and
local level would give a boost to private reform by helping to build a norm
of broad-based participation in electoral funding.327
Of course, law can hinder private action as well. While a rollback of
disclosure laws would not thwart private reform entirely, it would make
some reforms more difficult to achieve. Recognizing this, big money’s
defenders might well double down on their anti-disclosure efforts both
legislatively and in the courts if they see private interventions gaining
momentum. Disclosure’s critics might even point to the success of private
actions such as consumer boycotts to argue that they need anonymity to
protect their spending from being unduly chilled.328 Notably, reform
opponents have already turned to the law in an attempt to stymie at least
one private reform effort, introducing legislation that would inhibit
shareholders’ ability to press corporations for greater political
transparency.329
Just as law shapes the private order, the private order can shape the
law, which can, in turn, further reshape the private order. It is a dynamic
323
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process, and its ultimate trajectory is unclear. One possibility is that private
reform could generate momentum for legal change. If private reform lessens
big money’s influence or increases the salience of campaign finance issues,
then the political winds could shift in favor of governmental intervention.
Reformers might value such a development even if private reforms are
working as they hope. Laws, after all, can serve to strengthen norms, and
the government’s resources and enforcement capabilities might buttress
extra-legal interventions.
A second possibility is that progress on the private front could
weaken prospects for new governmental interventions by suggesting to
lawmakers or courts that public regulation is unnecessary.330 That would be
an unwelcome development for reform proponents to the extent that private
reforms are unable to achieve certain ends that public ones might. Bear in
mind, however, that the chances of major regulatory change are already low,
so any incremental decline might be immaterial. Moreover, to the extent
that private reforms do make meaningful strides in combatting big money,
then it really may be less necessary for government to step in.
B. The Hydraulics of Private Campaign Finance Reform
For campaign finance reformers, money’s persistence is a persistent
problem. As previously discussed, public regulatory measures—
particularly those that try to stem the flow of money into the electoral
system—have often disappointed their supporters because funders tend to
find alternatives outlets for their cash.331 Because private actors can
typically respond and adapt more easily than government regulators,332
private interventions may outperform public ones in the “cat-and-mouse”
game between those who want to inject resources into the election system
and those who want to stop them.333 Suppose, for instance, that reformers
established a fund as discussed in Part IV to deter and counter outside
spending, and a super PAC invoked a technicality to skirt the guidelines on
prohibited expenditures. Without having to resort any elaborate judicial or
legislative process, the reformers could presumably update their guidelines
immediately or simply determine that the expenditures violated the spirit of
the rules so as to trigger countervailing spending.
Unfortunately, even if private reform makes strides to diminish big
money’s electoral role, it will not automatically usher in the sort of
egalitarian political order to which many proponents of campaign finance
reform aspire. Electoral spending, after all, is just one way for wealthy
actors to advance their ideological and policy objectives. The wealthy also
use their money to underwrite non-electoral public discourse that seeks to
330
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shift public opinion in their preferred direction, as well as lobbying to win
over government officials. In fact, many of the same actors who spend big
on elections already spend even more on these other activities.334
Neutralizing big money’s role in elections may simply prompt the
wealthy to redirect resources toward these alternative channels of political
influence.335 That means financing more think tanks, advocacy groups, and
media outlets to propagate their views, and hiring more professional
lobbyists to crowd the corridors of power. Hydraulic pressure, in other
words, does not merely redirect money from one type of electoral activity
to another; it can also redirect money from elections to other forms of
democratic engagement. This danger is not specific to private campaign
finance reform, but to the extent private interventions successfully manage
the hydraulics of money in elections in ways that public regulation has not,
reformers will have to grapple next with the hydraulics of money in the
political system writ large.
The upshot is not that reform is a hopeless enterprise, only that the
struggle will continue even if victories are won against big money on the
electoral front.336 Scholars and activists are doing important work to
understand and address the dominance of the wealthy interests in public
discourse337 and in lobbying,338 and there remains much more work to be
done. Progress on campaign finance could help pave the way for advances
in these other areas. In the meantime, as with reforming campaign finance,
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those who are thinking about reform in these related contexts would do well
not to focus on legal remedies alone, but to look outside the law as well.
CONCLUSION

Neither public regulation nor private ordering has achieved
reformers’ goals. The problem of money in elections is persistent and
vexing. For those dissatisfied with the campaign finance status quo, one
option—the path most traveled—is to continue to press to change the
doctrine or the law. But with public regulatory options more constrained
than ever, it may be time for scholars and advocates to refocus on the
underexplored possibility of private reform. Private interventions are
already having at least a modest ameliorative effect on big money’s
electoral influence, and entrepreneurial reformers could be well positioned
to make further headway.
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